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Matchbox® Oven
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Induction Soup 
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At Cook’s, we partner with our 
customers in delivering the campus 
dining experience.
We start with you and your vision for your campus. From kitchen 
operations to food merchandising, we are always on the look-out  
for innovative products and solutions that will make a difference  
for our customers. 

We provide front-of- the-house displayware, heavy-duty kitchen 
smallwares and foodservice equipment options that are carefully 
selected for your campus dining operation. 

With Cook’s you will experience a level of professional, responsive service 
that is unsurpassed.

Welcome
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Planning a kitchen 
renovation?
See page 117. We are a proud member 

and supporter of the 
National Association of 
College and University 
Food Services. See page 
117 for more.

WITH COOK’S CAMPUS DINING SUPPLY, 
YOU’LL EXPERIENCE:

TABLE TOP 15-26 
Melamine Dinnerware, Cafeteria Trays
Re-Usable To-Go Containers, Plates, 
Bowls, Flatware

BEVERAGE 27-32
Tumblers, Mugs, Customized Drinkware

FOOD MERCHANDISERS  
AND DISPLAY 33-38
Tabletop Display, Baskets, Display 
Stands, Serveware

CATERING AND BUFFETWARE 39-48
Pan Carriers and Heated Carts, Beverage 
Servers, Dispensers, Beverage Display
Chafers and Heatlamps, Induction 
Ranges and Chafers

FOOD PREP SMALLWARES 49-68
Utensils, Cutlery & Accessories,  
Prep Utensils, Kettle Tools, Cooking 
Utensils, Thermometers, Scales and  
Can Openers

COOKWARE / BAKEWARE 69-78
Cookware, Bakeware, Steamtable Pans,
Pizza Supplies

WAREWASHING 79-82
Washracks & Dollies, Dishwasher 
Thermometers, Test Strips and Supplies

PROTECTIVE APPAREL 83-88
Hotpads, Mitts and Sleeves, Dishwashing 
Gloves, Protective Aprons 

STORAGE AND TRANSPORT 89-100
Storage Containers, Shelving, Transport 
Racks, Worktables, Carts

EQUIPMENT 101-116
Food Processors and Blenders, Mixers  
and Slicers, Coffee, Tea & Juice 
Dispensers, Ice Machines and 
Refrigeration, Countertop Equipment, 
Cooking Equipment, Heated Cabinets 
and Steam Tables

Food Fundz®  

Rewards  
Earn cash rewards 
on everything you 
purchase. See page  
117 for details.

SERVICE. Unsurpassed professional, responsive service. 
We’re ready to go the extra mile to serve you.

SOLUTIONS. Innovative product ideas for the campus 
kitchen. We work hard to identify the best products to serve 
the demanding needs of campus dining operations.

EXPERTISE. A team of foodservice product experts 
ready to assist you. Cook’s has 20 years of experience serving 
institutional foodservice customers across the country.
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Built For The Campus Kitchen
With 20 years of experience, we know what brands of smallwares and equipment are 
built to handle the rigorous operational needs of the campus kitchen. We’re always 
looking at what’s new and innovative on the market for our customers, searching for
smallwares and equipment that’s durable, easy to operate and energy efficient.

Talk to a Cook’s Campus Dining Specialist about the latest innovative products and the 
best solutions for your kitchen.

Call a  
Cook’s Campus  

Dining Specialist

877.760.5388
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featured products

EXPERTS IN SMALLWARES 
AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE CAMPUS KITCHEN

Adjustable Solid Aluminum Shelving
See this shelving and more on  
page 93.

Premium Heavy Duty Slicer
See this slicer and more on  
page 105.

8 Qt Commercial Mixer
See this mixer and more on  
page 106.

Cateraide IT™ Beverage Server 
See this beverage server and more 
on page 43.

Millenia Primary  
Soft Grip Colored Knives 
See these knives and more on  
page 55.
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“Cook’s Brand is our signature line, and is ‘built tough’” 
- Jeff Breeden, CEO Cook’s 

The key to running an efficient high volume kitchen is having products that are durable, 
long lasting, and easy to use. That’s the foundation of Cook’s Brand. 

Your campus kitchen works all day, every day to serve students and faculty on their time 
table. Cook’s Brand smallwares and supplies are designed to operate in the commercial 
kitchen and are built to last in the roughest of operations.

Through our years of experience serving institutional customers, we found areas where 
a heavy-duty option didn’t exist so we launched Cook’s Brand in response. The Cook’s 
Brand product line has the strong resilient solutions for your campus dining operation. 

Call a  
Cook’s Brand Specialist

877.760.5388
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 Unique design of whip head - whip wires are nearly indestructible 

 Oar style handle is easy to grip when stirring heavy foods like mashed potatoes

 Short 36” length is easy to handle even with thick foods like chili or oatmeal

 Globe shape fits well within a kettle 

 Durable 304 stainless steel construction

A Cook’s Brand Exclusive

The Cook’s Brand Globe Whip-
A Longer Lasting Kettle Tool

see page XX

Kettle Paddle Perforated Kettle Ladle Kettle Whip

WE ALSO OFFER A FULL LINE OF KETTLE TOOLS

KT1048
see page 61

KT3082 36”  $349.99  see pg 62
KT3081 60”  $499.99  see pg 62

KT3070
see page 61

KT266
see page 61
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CREATE A DISPLAY THAT  
IS A FEAST FOR THE SENSES

Mingle Melamine Dinnerware
See this melamineand more on  
page 19.

Double Wall Bowls
See these bowls and more on  
page 37.

Grand Master Collection
See this baskets and more on  
page 35.

3-Tier Stands
See these stands and more on  
page 35.

Meranda Fruit Basket
See these baskets and more on  
page 35.

featured products

Call a  
Cook’s Campus  

Dining Specialist

877.760.5388

POP Stands
See this stand and more on page 36.
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Presentation Matters: 
The Dining Experience
Creating a dining experience that is a feast for the senses 
will elevate the overall experience your students and 
staff have on the campus.  
 
Introducing elevations to showcase different menu 
items, incorporating on trend melamine servingware 
pieces and bringing texture to the landscape are just 
some of the ways you can enhance your presentation.  
Create a campus dining experience that excites your 
students —presentation matters.  
 
With access to thousands of products, including branded 
and custom designed items, Cook’s Campus Dining 
Supply can help you create a tailored dining experience 
for your campus and budget.   

“As they say, people eat with their eyes” 
– Wyatt Stuard, University of Nebraska, Omaha
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CATERING CONCEPTS FOR YOUR CAMPUS

Intrigue Induction Chafers 
See this chafer and more on page 47.

Induction Range
See this range and more on page 47.

Brasilia Displayware
See this stand and more on page 38.

Silhouette Beverage Dispenser
See this dispenser and more on page 46.

Cateraide IT™ Pan Carrier
See this container and more on page 42.

Folding Beverage Frame
See this beverage display and more on 
page 46.

featured products

Call a  
Cook’s Campus  

Dining Specialist

877.760.5388
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Food Brings 
People Together 
Providing a quality catering service delivers 
value to your campus. When people are 
brought together for a common purpose 
through meetings, seminars or workshops, 
providing them with a great catered meal 
experience can enhance their engagement 
with each other, improving the overall event. 

At Cook’s Campus Dining Supply, we stay 
on top of trends in portable presentation, 
packaging and transportation solutions. 
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Minimize Training  
With Easy To Operate 
Equipment
In the campus kitchen, easy-to-use products 
can save time, minimize training and help your 
operation run efficiently and delivery consistency.

Cook’s Campus Dining Supply can help you locate 
the right equipment for your kitchen.

Call a  
Cook’s Campus  

Dining Specialist

877.760.5388
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Pressed Wood Pizza Rocker
See this pizza rocker and more on  
page 78.

Variable Speed Culinary Blender
See this blender and more on  
page 104.

Tomato Slicer
See this slicer and more on  
page 103.

Convotherm Combi Oven
See this slicer and more on  
page 113.

Lettuce Cutter
See this wedger and more on page 
103.

Easy Wedger
See this wedger and more on 
page 103.

EASY TO OPERATE 
EQUIPMENT FOR YOUR OPERATION

featured products
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DELIVERING WHAT’S NEW ON CAMPUS: 
FOOD TRUCKS

Microwave
See this microwave and more on 
page 111.

Matchbox Oven
See this oven and more on page 112.

Eco-Takeouts
See these containers and more on 
page 22.

Achiever Charbroiler
See this broiler and more on  
page 22.

Cayenne Convection Oven
See this oven and more on  
page 112.

3.5 HP Commercial Blender
See this blender and more on page 
104.

We’ve been following Food Trucks in the commercial market and 
so have our customers. A Cook’s Campus Dining Supply Specialist 
can assist you in launching a food truck on your campus.

Call a  
Cook’s Campus  

Dining Specialist

877.760.5388
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CALL COOK’S CAMPUS
Contact one of our sales reps to 
find other easy to use products.

630-821-6300

Acting On The Latest Trends –  
Going From Idea To Experience 
 
New trends are always coming but which ones will resonate with your 
student population and how can you bring those to your campus? We can 
assist you with product collections to support the latest trends in  
campus dining. 

We stay on top of what’s new and innovative on the market and can help 
keep you up to date on the products that would be right for your operation. 
A Cook’s Campus Dining Supply Specialist can assist you in delivering the 
latest trends to your campus dining experience.



Increasingly, many campus dining halls are turning to melamine dinnerware.  Melamine offers 
durability with the look of china, in colors that compliment your dining hall.  Call a Cook’s Campus 
Dining Expert for free melamine samples and assistance designing your melamine program.  877-
760-5388.
 
We also carry a full range of table top options for your dining hall.  Looking for a particular item?  
We’re ready to go the extra mile to identify and source product solutions for you. Let’s connect.  
877-760-5388.

table top
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Durus Melamine Dinnerware
•  Broad color pallete available to compliment your dining hall decor
•  Look and feel of china without replacement cost 
•  Safe for the dishwasher; not recommended for oven or microwave 
•  Exclusive mirror-like glaze further minimizes scratching and staining 
•  Features 4 year manufacturer warranty against breakage 

Product # Description Price

Product # Price

CARL-4300402

CARL-4301202

CARL-4301802

CARL-4304202

GET-CS-9-CSB   9” Plate Cosmo Blue

GET-CS-9-CSG   9” Plate Cosmo Green

GET-CS-117-CSB  Rectangular Platter Cosmo Blue

GET-CS-117-CSG  Rectangular Platter Cosmo Green

GET-B-8CSB  Bowl 8oz Cosmo Blue

GET-B-CSG  Bowl 8oz Cosmo Green

Dinner Plate 9”, Narrow Rim, White

Dinner Plate, 9”, Wide Rim, White

Dinner Plate, 6.5”, Wide Rim, White

Bowl, 4.5 oz White

$175.75 / 24

$175.40 / 24

$230.49 / 48

$188.15 / 48

 $143.45 / 12

 $143.45 / 12

 $123.44 / 12

 $123.44 / 12

 $118.68 / 24 

  $118.68 / 24

Cosmo Melamine Dinnerware
• Hand-made appearance resembles expensive china dinnerware
•  Mix with traditional pieces to create a stylish table top presentation
•  Light weight and break resistant 
•  Safe for the dishwasher; not recommended for oven or microwave 
•  100% BPA Free

Up To 15 Colors And 
Designs Available!

Specify Color: White, Black, Blue, Green, Sand
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Dayton Melamine Dinnerware
•  Made from 50% sustainable natural resources for schools with sustainability initiatives
•  Materials will begin to biodegrade within 90 days when placed in a compostable environment
•  Stain, scratch and break resistant making it ideal for campus dining
•  Safe for the dishwasher; not recommended for oven or microwave 
Colors: Bavarian Cream(37), Black(03), Honey Yellow(22), Oatmeal(06), Peppercorn(40), Red(05), Toffee(43), 
Truffle(31), Turquoise(63), Wasabi(82)

Product # Description Price

Product # Description Price

fruit bowl

nappie bowl

9” dinner plate

CARL-4385237

CARL-4385637

CARL-4386037

CARL-4386637

TG-19055WT

TG-24006WT

TG-24010WT

TG-29006WT

TG-29010WT

Dinner Plate, 9”, Cream

Bread & Butter Plate, Cream

Rim Nappie bowl, 14oz., Cream

Fruit bowl, 4-3/4oz., Cream

 $207.65 / 48

 $96.10 / 48

 $135.10 / 48

 $85.35 / 48

$125.95 /72

$83.95 / 48

$87.99 / 12

$83.95 / 48

$94.99 / 12

8oz  5-1/2” Round Saucer

6” Flare Plate; Classi White

10” Flare Plate; Classic White

6” Square Plate; Classic White

10” Square Plate; Classic White

Classic White 
Melamine Dinnerware
• Extremely durable, perfect for busy dining hall operations
• Break resistant, economical alternative to china dinnerware
• Stain resistant, classic white finish compliments any decor
• Safe for the dishwasher; not recommended for oven or microwave 

round saucer flare plater
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Grove Melamine Dinnerware
•  Gently striped design enhances appearance of plated foods 
•  Textured surface looks good longer and minimizes wear and tear
•  Two-year warranty against chips and breakage
•  Safe for the dishwasher; not recommended for oven or microwave 

Product # Name Price

Product # Price Product # Price

Square Plate

Bowl

Plate

CARL-6400118

CARL-6401718

CARL-6401818

CARL-6402218

CARL-5400252

CARL-5400552

CARL-5401852

CARL-5401952

TG-PS3008W

TG-PS3010W

TG-PS3103W

TG-PS3204W

8.25x8.25 Round Square Plate; 

11x11 Round Square Plate; 

5oz 3-1/2” Round Square bowl; 

4X4 Square Plate; 

11” Dinner Plate; Smoke

12” Large Bowl; Smoke

5” Fruit Bowl; Smoke

10.5” Square Dinner Plate; Smoke

 $119.15 /12

 $87.89 / 6

 $124.35 / 48

 $119.15 / 12

 $90.75 / 12

 $56.49 / 12

 $124.99 / 48

 $141.80 / 24

$52.99 / 12

$82.99 / 12

$20.99 / 12

$24.99 / 12

Mingle Melamine Dinnerware
• Each piece is specially designed to bring out the beauty of the vessel
• Color and decoration lends to a natural feel and rustic charm
• Beautiful styling with the durability and economy of melamine
• Safe for the dishwasher; not recommended for oven or microwave 

White Passion  
Melamine Dinnerware
• Heavyweight melamine looks and feels like china
• White with sprinkled black dots, excellent for showcasing foods
• NSF approved
• Safe for the dishwasher; not recommended for oven or microwave

9” Salad Plate

6” Small Bowl

5” Fruit Bowl

8” Cereal Bowl
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French Mill Melamine Dinnerware
• Irregular shapes in rustic colors invokes a contemporary country style 
• Mix with traditional serving pieces to create a stunning tabletop presentation
• Light weight and break resistant 
• Safe for the dishwasher; not recommended for oven or microwave 
• 100% BPA Free

Product # Name Price

Product # PriceProduct # Price

Salad Bowl

Platter

9” dinner plate

GET-CS-9-RM

GET-CS-9-UM

GET-CS-117-RM

GET-CS-117-UM

GET-B-8-RM

GET-B-8-UM

CARL-3300402 Dinner Plate, 9’’, narrow rim, white

CARL-3301202 Dinner Plate, 9’’, wide rim, white

CARL-3301802 Plate, 6 1/2’’, wide rim, white  

CARL-3303002 Chef Salad, 20 oz, 12”, white

TG-AD106AA

TG-AD109AA

TG-AD214AA

6.25 Bread Plate; ARCADIA

9” Dinner Plate; ARCADIA

14x10 Platter; ARCADIA

Round Coupe Plate; 9”; Rustic Mill

Round Coupe Plate; 9”; Urban Mill

Rectangular Coupe Platter; Rustic Mill

Rectangular Coupe Platter; Urban Mill

Coupe Bowl; 8oz; Rustic Mill

Coupe Bowl; 8oz; Urban Mill

$143.45 / 12

$143.45 / 12

$172.85 / 12

$172.85 / 12

$166.15 / 12

$166.15 / 12

 $154.90/24

 $154.90/24

 $203.65/48

 $97.30/12

$25.54 / 12

$37.30 / 12

$69.88 / 12

Sierrus Melamine Dinnerware
• All purpose, medium-heavy weight dinnerware with the same design as 

the Durus line
• Available in eight solid, classic colors
• 2-year warranty against breakage
• Safe for the dishwasher; not recommended for oven or microwave 

Arcadia Dinnerware
• Ivory color with speckles and brown accent rings for interest
• Steaked pattern and high quality finish deter scratches
• NSF approved
• Safe for the dishwasher; not recommended for oven or microwave 
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Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price630-420T Tan

630-420N Cranberry

630-420B Brown

PCT11 Polycarbonate

PCT11CP Copolymer

630-400N Cranberry

630-400T Tan

630-400B Brown

$58.49 / 24

$58.49 / 24

$58.49 / 24

$309.99 / 24

$144.99 / 24

$58.49 / 24

$58.49 / 24

$58.49 / 24

Five Compartment Tray
• Durable design with extra reinforcement for the busiest  dining halls
• Stain resistant copolymer construction
• Textured surface to minimize wear from daily use
• 1 year warranty
13 7⁄8”L x 10 11⁄16”W x 1 1⁄8”D

Six Compartment Tray
• Durable design with extra reinforcement 
• Stain resistant copolymer construction
• Textured surface to minimize wear from daily use
• 1 year warranty
14 1⁄2”L x 10”W x 7⁄8”D

Five Compartment Tray
• Choose textured copolymer or break resistant polycarbonate 
• Stain resistant for longer life in busy campus dining areas
• Ambidextrous layout with five food compartments
• Dishwasher safe
• NSF listed
• 13 7⁄8”W x 10 11⁄16”L x 1 1⁄8”D
Specify Color (Polycarbonate): Tan or Beige

Specify Color (Copolymer): Tan, Brown or Teal

630-592 Black 10”X14”

630-593 Red 12”X16”

630-594 Green 14”X18”

$20.99 / 12

$25.99 / 12

$35.69 / 12

Product # Price

Cafeteria Tray
• Durable plastic construction at an affordable price.
• Great for indoor and outdoor use

Product # Price

PPT145 Copolymer $89.99 / 24

Pennysaver Trays
• Durable and stain resistant 
• Polypropylene
• Available in a wide variety of colors 
• Right handed layout Includes flatware compartment and five food 

compartments
• Dishwasher safe
• 14 1⁄2”L x 10”W x 1”D
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Eco-Takeouts
• Replaces single use to-go containers enhancing sustainability programs and saving money
• Highly durable polypropylene material is 100% BPA Free
• Microwave safe for re-heating and commercial dishwasher safe
• Leak-resistant designs including soup containers
• Customizable for your campus
• Reusable and recyclable

Product # Name Price

GET-EC-11-1

GET-EC-08-1

GET-EC-10-1

GET-EC-15-1

GET-EC-12-1

GET-EC-09-1

GET-EC-04-1

GET-EC-02-1

GET-EC-06-1

GET-EC-01-1

GET-EC-07-1

GET-EC-13-1

Eco-Takeouts; Half size; snap closure

Eco-Takeouts; Single Entrée sm; snap closure

Eco-Takeouts; Single Entrée lg; snap closure

Eco-Takeouts; 2 compartment; snap closure

Eco-Takeouts; 3 comp; 2.75”; snap closure

Eco-Takeouts; 3 comp; 3.5”; snap closure

Eco-Takeouts; Half size; tab closure

Eco-Takeouts; Single Entrée; tab closure

Eco-Takeouts; 3 comp; 2.75”; tab closure

Eco-Takeouts; 3 comp; 3.5”; tab closure

Eco-TakeoutsTo Go Soup; sm;

Eco-TakeoutsTo Go Soup; lg; 

53.65 /12

45.95 /12

67.49 /12

53.20 /12

60.25 /12

67.49 /12

51.55 /12

65.65 /12

57.75 /12

65.65 /12

38.99 /12

41.85 /12

“It costs USF $17,000 for the reusable containers but [we] saved $23,000 by not using Styrofoam.”
-University of South Florida News, July 21, 2011

Watch the video:

to-go soup

half-size

Specify color: Jade (JA), Clear (CL)
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Product # Price

Product # Price Product # Price

Product #  Price

CARL-690407

CARL-695407

CARL-690707

CARL-695607

PCP6 5 1/2”

PCP65 6 1/2”

PCP7 7”

PCP8 8 1/4”

PCP9 9”

PCP10 10”

630-305B 8 oz Brown

CARL-91020202

CARL-91040202

CARL-190007

CARL-196007

CARL-196507

CARL-198707

$152.20 / 36

$153.75 / 36

$189.50 / 36

$183.95 / 36

 $92.69 / 48

$113.29 / 48

$134.99 / 48

$154.49 / 48

$159.99 / 48

$205.99 / 48

$33.00 / 48

 $105.50 / 12

 $105.50 / 12

 $96.95 / 12

 $152.55 / 12

 $103.99 / 12

 $106.20 / 12

Plate Covers
• Perfect for University banquets or catered events with plated meals
• Available to fit a wide variety of plate sizes 
• Polyglass covers designed for both the microwave and heated carts
• Polycarbonate covers are perfect for heated carts or under heat lamps
• Polycarbonate covers are clear for an elegant presentation
• Polyglass covers are NSF Listed
Colors: Bone(202); 91065,, 91075,, 91080 also in Grey(203)

Petal Mist Polycarbonate Plates

Polycarbonate Plates
Copolymer Soup Bowl

• Delicate design and elegant appearance perfect for food bars,  
buffet dining or catering

• Durable break-resistant polycarbonate construction
• Textured exterior hides scratches, smooth interior is easy to clean
• Dishwasher safe
• NSF Listed
Colors: Clear(07); 6904 also in Black(03); 6907 also in Bottle Green(48)

Made of virtually unbreakable polycarbonate. Lightweight and long 
lasting, resists stains and scratches. 
• Dishwasher safe
• 5 year guarantee against breakage

Durable, stain resistant copolymer material has a light texture that 
will look good for years of use.
• 48 per case
• 1 year warranty against manufacturing defects 
1 3/4”H x 3 5/8” base D, 3 7/8” top

BPA FREE

1 3/4” H

8 oz

Bowls,18oz, 6”, Clear

Plates, 7 1/2”, Clear

Plates, 23.9oz, 8”; Clear

Plates, 9” plate, Clear

8 3/4 - 9 1/8 Bone, Polyglass

9 1/2 - 10 Bone, Polyglass

8 11/16 to 9 1/8 Clear, Polycarbonate

9”  Clear, Polycarbonate

9 7/16”- 9 3/4” Clear, Polycarbonate

9 13/16” - 10” Clear, Polycarbonate

Specify Color:  Tan, Blue  or White
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Poycarbonate Plates
• Super-tough polycarbonate resists stains and chipping
• Dishwasher safe
• 5 year guarantee against breakage

Polycarbonate Bowls 
• Ideal for cereal bars, salad bars or serve-yourself soup stations
• Lightweight and long lasting, resists stains and scratches
• Dishwasher safe
• Made from virtually unbreakable polycarbonate 

Product # Name Price

Product # Description  Price

Product # Price
Product # Price

CARL-PCD20902

CARL-PCD20903

CARL-PCD20925

CARL-PCD20950

CARL-PCD20602

CARL-PCD20603

CARL-PCD20650

PCD5 

PCD8 

PCD9 

PCD10

PCD12 

PCD15

CARL-PCD30502

CARL-PCD30503

CARL-PCD30525

CARL-PCD30550

CA-MDSB5* 5 oz Bowl

CA-MDSB9* 9 oz  Bowl 

CA-CLSM885190 Disposable lid for MDSB5 & MDSM8

CLSB9190  Disposable lid fits MDSB9

9” White

9” Black

9” Tan

9” Dark Blue

6-1/2” White

6-1/2” Black

6-1/2” Dark Blue

5 oz

8.4 oz

9.4 oz

10.9 oz

12.5 oz

15.3 oz

$164.65 / 48

$164.65 / 48

$164.65 / 48

$164.65 / 48

$110.95 / 48

$110.95 / 48

$110.95 / 48

 $113.29 / 48

 $97.99 / 48

 $102.99 / 48

 $113.29 / 48

 $113.29 / 48

 $119.99 / 48

$89.50 / 48

$89.50 / 48

$89.50 / 48

$89.50 / 48

$297.89 / 48

$178.19 / 48

$194.99 / 1500

$147.99 / 1500

Polycarbonate Bowls
• Tough polycarbonate construction lasts a long time with heavy usage
• Resists stains and chipping and stacks well for easy storage
• Dishwasher safe
• 5 year guarantee against breakage

Insulated Bowls
• Unmatched safety at a budget-friendly price
• 5 oz Bowl 3 1/2” D x 2 3/8” H
• 9 oz  Bowl 4 3/8” D x 2 3/8” H

PCD15

PCD12

PCD09PCD8

PCD10

PCD5

5 oz., 3-1/2, White

5 oz., 3-1/2, Black

5 oz., 3-1/2, Tan

5 oz., 3-1/2, Dark Blue

5 year warranty  
against breakage

Specify Color:  Tan or White

*Specify Color: Meadow (447), Cranberry (487), Black (110)
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Windsor Flatware
• Durable, shiny finish and classic smooth handle design
• Medium weight 18/0 stainless steel flatware
• Dishwasher safe

Domilion Flatware
• Enhanced handle design has raised center with durable, shiny finish
• Medium weight 18/0 stainless steel flatware
• Dishwasher safe

Sea Shell Flatware
• Stylized with a seashell pattern on  the handle  to add elegance to your tabletop
• Heavy weight 18/0 stainless steel flatware feels balanced to diners
• Dishwasher safe

Product # Description Price

Product # Description Price

Product # Description Price

TG-SLWD004

TG-SLWD006

TG-SLWD007

TG-SLWD009

TG-SLWD011

TG-SLDO004

TG-SLDO006

TG-SLDO007

TH-SLDO009

TG-SLDO011

TH-SLSS004

TH-SLSS006

TH-SLSS007

TG-SLSS009

TG-SLSS010

Med Weight Dessert spoon

Med Weight Dinner fork

Med Weight Salad fork

Med Weight Dinner knife

Med Weight Tablespoon

Med Weight Dessert spoon

Med Weight Dinner fork

Med Weight Salad fork

Med Weight Dinner knife

Med Weight Tablespoon

Seashell Heavy Weight Dessert spoon

Seashell Heavy Weight Dinner fork

Seashell Heavy Weight Salad fork

Seashell Heavy Weight Dinner knife

Seashell Heavy Weight Tablespoon

 $6.35 /  24

 $6.35 /  24

 $5.45 /  24

 $11.25 /  24

 $13.80 /  24

 $6.35 / 24

 $6.35 / 24

 $5.45 / 24

 $11.25 / 24

 $13.80 / 24

$27.65 / 24

$21.95 / 24

$18.25 / 24

$16.00 / 12

$27.69 / 24
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Reusable Plastic Flatware
• Replace disposable flatware with reusable in your to-go area as part of your 

sustainability initiative
• Extra-heavy duty design will last through multiple uses and cleanings
• Durable copolymer provides unbeatable value 
• Dishwasher safe

Jewel Flatware
• Attractive, smooth handle with outside textured boarder and mirror finish  
• Heavy weight 18/0 stainless steel flatware feels balanced to your guest
• Dishwasher safe

Product # Description Pack /100  Case/ 400

Product # Description Price

Product # PriceProduct # Handle  Price

630-220CP

630-230CP  

630-240CP

630-210CP 

TH-SLNP004

TH-SLNP006

TH-SLNP007

TH-SLNP009

TH-SLNP010

TH-SLGD004

TG-SLGD006

TG-SLGD007

TH-SLGD009

TH-SLGD010

TG-SLSK108  4 3/4”

TG-SLSK116  5”

TG-SLSKGK001  5”

TG-SLSKGK002

plastic

plastic

wood

plastic

Fork

T-spoon

Soup Spoon

Knife

Heavy Weight Dessert spoon

Heavy Weight Dinner fork

Heavy Weight Salad fork

Heavy Weight Dinner knife

Heavy Weight Tablespoon

Heavy Weight Dessert spoon

Heavy Weight Dinner fork

Heavy Weight Salad fork

Heavy Weight Dinner knife

Heavy Weight Tablespoon

$16.00 $40.00

$15.00 $39.00

$17.00 $41.00

$18.00 $41.00

$26.25 / 24

$20.00 / 24

$15.85 / 24

$12.69 / 12

$30.69  / 24

$19.40 / 24

$18.95 / 24

$14.89 / 24

$17.25 / 12

$30.99 / 24

 $8.79 / 24

 $9.45 / 24

 $13.85 / 12

 $14.50  / 12

Legend Flatware
• Attractive, smooth handle with inset boarder and mirror finish enhance 

the tabletop presentation
• Heavy weight 18/0 stainless steel flatware feels solid in diners’ hands
• Dishwasher safe

Steak Knives
• A dining room essential for any campus eatery with steak on the menu
• Stainless steel serrated blades with choice of wooden or plastic handles
• Handwashing is recommended

Specify color: Tan, Brown or Orange



beverage
 From tumblers to mugs to customized drinkware, dining halls today need durable yet attractive 
solutions.  Looking for a particular item?  We’re ready to go the extra mile to identify and source 
product solutions for you. Let’s connect.  877-760-5388.
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Product # Price Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

GET-9912-1-CL  12 oz

GET-9916-1-CL  16 oz

GET-9922-1-CL  22 oz

GET-9932-1-CL  32 oz

GET-SW-1512-CL  12 oz

GET-SW-1516-CL  16 oz

GET-SW-1520-CL  20 oz

GET-SW-1524-CL  24 oz

7105E0 12 oz

7105F0  16 oz

7105G0  22 oz

GET-8812-1-CL 12 oz

GET-8816-1-CL  16 oz

GET-8822-1-CL  22 oz

$115.44 / 72

$187.65 / 72

$213.69 / 72

$273.00 / 72

$55.59 / 24

$58.49 / 24

$68.75 / 24

$73.75 / 24

$54.36 / 36

$66.60 / 36

$89.64 / 36

$88.20 / 72

$104.49  / 72

$143.65  / 72

Spektrum Tumblers
• Custom imprint your tumbler to personalize the dining experience  
• Ideal for self-serve beverage stations or dining areas
• Made of break-resistant SAN plastic ideal for indoor or outdoor use
• Dishwasher safe and stacks for easy storage
• 100% BPA Free

Bahama Tumblers
• Add your college name or logo to these tumbles with custom imprinting  
• Made of break-resistant SAN plastic 
• Ideal for indoor or outdoor dining applications
• Sturdy base and rolled-rim edge for comfortable sipping
• Dishwasher safe and stacks for easy storage
• 100% BPA Free

Orbis Tumblers
• Opaque stripe design creates an upmarket look
• Made of break-resistant SAN plastic 
• Ideal for indoor or outdoor dining applications
• Smooth surface is easy to clean and hold
• Dishwasher safe and stacks for easy storage
• 100% BPA Free

Swirl Tumblers
• Eye-catching swirl design looks like glass
• Break resistant SAN plastic
• Use with convenient straw slot lid for to-go use
• Dishwasher safe and stacks for easy storage
• Made in the USA
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Polycarbonate Tumblers
• Economical and long lasting tumblers are ideal for the busy campus
• Textured surface hides scratches prolonging useful life 
• Polycarbonate will not shatter when dropped
• Available with disposable lids for re-usable to-go beverage stations
• Dishwasher safe and stacks for easy storage

Product # Height  Price

Product # PriceProduct # Price

630-300  8 oz  

630-310  9 oz

630-320  12 oz

*630-330  16 oz

GET-SC-16-SET-R 16 oz Set w/Lid & Straw, red

GET-SC-16-R  Tumbler; no lid 16 oz

GET-SC-32-R Tumbler; no lid 32 oz

GET-SC-32-SET-R 32 oz Set w/Lid & Straw, red

PC50 CLEAR 5 oz

PC80 CLEAR 8 oz

PC95 CLEAR 9 1/2 oz

PC120 CLEAR 12 1/2 oz

PC160 CLEAR 16 1/2 oz

4”

4 5/16”

5”

5 5/8”

$37.25 / 48

$38.25 / 48

$41.25 / 48

$49.00 / 48

$91.05 / 24

$51.80 / 24

$82.90 / 24

$125.35 / 24

$56.99 / 48

$64.99  / 48

$77.99 / 48

$92.69 / 48

 $102.99 / 48

Reusable
To-Go Tumblers
• Custom imprint your tumbler to personalize the dining experience  
• Makes a great promo or souvenir for families and visitors
• Made of break-resistant melamine
• Heavy-weight design for extended use
• Dishwasher safe  
• 100% BPA Free

Polycarbonate Tumbler
• Simply styled, stackable tumbler perfect for high volume use
• Pebbled texture hides wear and tear
• Heavy-duty, break-resistant polycarbonate construction
• Dishwasher safe and stacks for easy storage

Translucent 
Blue Clear

Specify color: Clear or Translucent Blue

Logo With Your 
School Mascot
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Product #   Price

Product #   Price

Product #   Price

GET-BF-080-W 11 oz white

GET-BF-080-BK 11 oz black

GET-TM-1316-BK

GET-TM-1308-BK

GET-TM-1308-W

GET-7364G 10 oz

GET-SW-1449-CL 12 oz

$127.99 / 24

$127.99 / 24

$149.99 / 24

$136.99 / 24

$136.99 / 24

$142.99 / 24

$149.99 / 24

Tritan Irish Coffee Mugs
• Custom imprinting these cups will enhance your catered events 
• Popular Irish coffee mug style adds elegance to the table top, café or bar
• Sleek lines and dark black tone of the 12-oz. mug feels solid in the hand
• Microwave safe for reheating
• Tritan plastic is extremely durable and break resistant

Melamine Mugs
• Low profile mugs can be used for signature coffees and cappuccinos  

or hot soup or chili
• Stacks easily for space efficient storage
• Made of heavy-weight, break-resistant melamine
• Dishwasher safe  
• 100 % BPA Free
• NSF listed

Tritan Mugs
• Stacks easy for space efficient storage
• Extremely durable and break-resistant
• Microwave safe for easy reheating 
• Dishwasher safe  
• 100% BPA Free
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Copolymer Mugs
• Super heavy-duty design will stand up to the 

 toughest student abuse
• Stain resistant copolymer material 
• Stackable design for easy storage
• Dishwasher safe
• 2-year full replacement warranty

Product #   Price

Product #   Price

Product #   Price

PC700 7 1/2 oz Stackable Cup

PC960 9 3/8 oz Mug

630-350T 10 oz Tan

630-360  8 oz

630-370   10 oz

 $67.00 / 72

 $104.00 / 72

$144.19 / 48

$139.99 / 48

$104.00/ 48

Polycarbonate Mugs
The super-durable polycarbonate construction of this cup and mug 
provides long life even in your tough correctional facility environment.
• 5-Year warranty Against Breakage
• Stain resistant
• Dishwasher safe
• 48 per case

Polycarbonate Mugs
• Designed with value and durability for high traffic dining areas on campus
• Break-resistant polycarbonate material 
• Stackable design for easy storage
• Dishwasher safe
• 2-year full replacement warranty

Specify Color for Copolymer: Tan (T) or Brown (B)

8 oz Brown

10 oz Tan
(up to 13 oz 
to the rim)

(up to 10 oz to the rim)



food merchandisers and display
Create a presentation that matters.  Elevate the experience students and staff have with food 
presentation. With access to thousands of products, including custom designed items, Cook’s 
Campus Dining can help you create a tailored dining experience for your campus and budget.  
Looking for a particular item?  We’re ready to go the extra mile to identify and source product 
solutions for you. Let’s connect.  877-760-5388.
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Grand Master Collection 
• Perfect for displaying healthy snacks or fresh fruit to promote nutritious choices by your students
• Ideal for condiment and fruit display or to hold utensils at on-campus catered events

Product # Description Price

Product # Price

TC-GMT13105

TC-GMT21125

TC-GMT1717

TC-GMT2412

TC-GMT2113

TC-MGMT1717

TC-MGMT2412

TC-MGMT2113

AM-TTREC3 Rectangular Set, 3-tier

AM-TTMEL3  Rectangular, 3 Tier with Platters

AM-TTRS3 Round Set, 3-tier

AM-TTRSMEL7 Round, 3 Tier with Platters

Black Powder Coated; Rectangular 1/2 size

Black Powder Coated; Rectangular full size

Black Powder Coated; Square transformer

Black Powder Coated; Oblong transformer

Black Powder Coated; Rectangular transformer

Melamine insert for GMT1717

Melamine insert for GMT2412

Melamine insert for GMT2113

$32.10

$41.69

$38.25

$39.45

$39.45

$17.65

$16.10

$19.85

$43.49

$63.00

$44.10

$58.60

3- Tier Foldable Stands
• Catch the attention of students by elevating options with these stands
• Provides a wide variety of display options with legs that fan out to 

whatever width you like
• Perfect for catering applications for appetizers, sweets, or finger foods
• Purchase with or without the melamine platters
• Durable wrought iron construction 

Meranda Fruit Basket
•  Choose from a wide variety of shapes and sizes
•  Hand wash only
•  Chrome plated or black powder coated metal

Product # Description Price

TC-FO1515

TC-FSLBK1508

TC-FSL1508

TC-FC1649

TC-FCBK1649

TC-FSP1507

TC-FSPBK1507

TC-FSP1206

Circular

Sloped Black

Sloped

Curved

Curved Black

Spiral

Spiral Black

Spiral Small

$25.99

$21.25

$22.69

$26.95

$23.25

$22.35

$21.25

$15.15

circular sloped curved
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POP Metal Display Stands
• Attract attention and optimize floor or counter space with these displays 
• Increase sales through impulse purchases at grab and go campus outlets
• Different basket sizes and dividers provide added versatility
• Display fruit, baked goods, or packaged foods
• Baskets and stands sold separately
• Durable grey powder coated wrought iron blends with any color scheme

Product # Description Price

GET-WB2-3TIER

GET-WB-3TIER

GET-WB1-3TIER

GET-IR-907

GET-IR-902

GET-IR-703B

GET-IR-704B

GET-IR-706C

GET-IR-707C

GET-IR-900

GET-IR-906

GET-IR-901

GET-IR-908

GET-IR-909

GET-IR-910T

6”x8” Silver 3-Tier 24 1/2” tall

10”x13” Silver 3-Tier 26 3/4” tall

15.75”x13.5” Silver 3-Tier 26 1/2” tall

22”x11” Gray 3-Tier 31 1/4” tall

22.75”x11” 3-Tier 31 1/4” tall

12” Black square 2-Tier

12” Black square 3-Tier

12” Chrome square 2-Tier

12” Chrome square 3-Tier

23.5”x14” Gray 5-Tier

23.5”x14” Gray 5-Tier, Tilted

16”x15.5” Gray Round 5-Tier

17”x12” Square 2-Tier

17”x12” Square 3-Tier

12” Gray 2-Tier

 $78.35

 $80.75

 $118.85

 $103.15

 $117.15

 $35.25

 $64.65

 $97.30

 $114.65

 $230.55

 $288.10

 $226.85

 $150.25

 $184.85

 $79.55

GET-WB3-3TIER GET-WB1-3TIER GET-WB1-2TIER
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Double Wall Stainless Steel Displayware
• Beautiful, heavy-duty stainless steel finish highlights foods on display
• Bowls and trays are great for a variety of applications like delis, buffets, or catered events
• Double wall construction provides insulation to maintain proper food temperature – hot or cold
• Modern hammered finish hides scratches for a longer life 
• No need to preheat or chill
• Will not sweat for fresher looking display

Ridal Color Collection Display Baskets
• Handcrafted baskets compliment any table setting and enhance your display
• Versatile, neutral in design and easy care construction
• Dishwasher safe for a SaferFood Solution
• Microwave and heat lamp safe to 150° F
• Great for organizing condiments, flatware, fruit, or packaged goods

Product # Description Price

Product # Description Price

TC-HM1175

TC-HM1174

CARL-609201

CARL-609202

CARL-609203

CARL-609204

CARL-609208

CARL-609209

CARL-609211

Round, 8 1/4” X 3 1/4”

Oval 9 1/4” X 6 1/4” X 3 1/4”

Displayware Bowl, 1.7 quart, 8”

Displayware Bowl, 3.38 quart 10”

Displayware Bowl, 5.75 Quart 12”

Displayware Bowl, 9.5 Quart 14”

Displayware Serving Bowl, 2.5 Quart

Displayware Serving Bowl, 12 X 7 Curved

Displayware Bowl, 3-1/2; square 15 X 8.5

$24.99 / 6

$24.99 / 6

$27.35

$27.35

$44.90

$56.60

$36.75

$47.85

$48.75

oval

round

Specify color: Green (GR), Red (RD), Orange (OR), Yellow (YE)
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Double Wall Bowls
• Beautiful color exterior with satin finish interior makes food pop
• Double wall construction provides insulation to maintain proper food temperature – hot or cold
• Choose from square or round shapes – intermix for creative display options
• Requires no preheating or chilling
• Will not sweat and spoil your display 

Product # Description Price

Product # Description Price

GET-ML-247-OR/BK

GET-ML-248-OR/BK

GET-ML-249-OR/BK

GET-ML-219-OR/BK

GET-ML-220-OR/BK

GET-B-788-G/BK

GET-B-792-OR/BK

GET-B-789-OR/BK

GET-B-790-OR/BK

GET-B-797-OR/BK

GET-B-798-OR/BK

V-4761960

V-4763250

V-4763260

V-4763450

V-4763460

V-4763550

V-4763560

Square Double Wall Insulated; white

Square Double Wall Insulated; black

Square Double Wall Insulated; white

Square Double Wall Insulated; black

Square Double Wall Insulated; white

Square Double Wall Insulated; black

Square Double Wall Insulated; white

2-1/2 qt. Square

5.7 qt. Square

12.8 qt. Square

1.9 qt. Rectangular

4 qt. Rectangular

16 oz. Round

24 oz. Round

1.1 qt.Round

1.9 qt. Round

1.1 Oval

2-1/2 Oval

$29.80

$29.80

$38.25

$38.25

$50.65

$50.65

$65.15

$15.35

$26.45

$47.35

$22.25

$38.95

$11.85

$15.35

$18.10

$25.05

$23.65

$34.75

Brasilia Displayware
• Bold and vibrant interior colors capture attention and make food displays pop
• Ideal for cold case displays, catering presentations, outdoor displays, and buffet service
• Offer the look of ceramic while minimizing the weight and liability with break-resistant melamine
• Dishwasher safe
• NSF listed 



catering and buffetware
Food brings people together.  When people attend meetings, presentations, or workshops, 
providing them with a great catered meal experience can enhance their engagement with each 
other and improve the overall event.  A Cook’s Campus Dining Supply Specialist can help you stay 
on top of the hottest trends in catering. 

Looking for a particular item?  We’re ready to go the extra mile to identify and source product 
solutions for you. Let’s connect.  877-760-5388.
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Slide ‘N Seal™ End Loader
Versatility is key with this Carlisle End Loader. Use it to hold three 4” deep pans, 
two 6” deep pans or five 2 ½” deep pans.
• Integrated seal keeps food hot or cold longer
• No metal parts
• No latches, hinges or gaskets to clean, break or wear out
• Tough, scratch-resistant polyethylene construction is easy to clean

Cateraide™ Slide ‘N Seal™ Pan Carrier 
Easily slide and glide this lid shut, knowing it will stay closed and sealed tight without the need for 
latches or gaskets. Tough, scratch-resistant polyethylene construction really stands up in correctional 
environments and is easy to clean.
•  Integrated seal keeps food hot or cold longer
• With no metal parts, it’s ideal for corrections
• Molded-in tethered lock pin seals carrier for safety
• No latches, hinges or gaskets to clean, break or wear out

Camcarrier
Flexibility in design enables these insulated food carriers to hold four 2 ½”  deep pans, two 4” deep pans with 
one 2 ½” deep pan, two 6” deep pans or eight half-sized sheet pans. Durable and dependable, these front-
loading pan carriers feature molded tray supports and molded-in handles.
• Rugged polyethylene shell with thick polyurethane foam insulation
• Keeps hot food hot and cold food cold for hours
• Nylon latches

Product # Description Price

Product # Description Price

Product # Description Price

CA3000X  18 3⁄4” L x 25 1⁄4” D x 26 3⁄4” H $334.99

*CA1400X

*CA1600X 

*CA1800X 

1318MTC

4” Deep Pan 25 1⁄2” L x 17 1⁄2” D x 9” H

6” Deep Pan 25 1⁄2” L x 17 1⁄2” D x 11 1⁄2” H

8” Deep Pan 25 1⁄2” L x 17 1⁄2” D x 13” H

16 1/2” L x 24” D x 23 5/16” H 

$179.99

$189.99

$199t.99

$364.99

Pan Depth  # of Pans
 2 1/2"  4
4"  2
6"  2

Specify Color: Dark Brown, Coffee Beige, Navy Blue and Slate Blue

Specify Color: Black, Brown and Forest Green
* Colors vary based on the product please confirm with your Sales Representative that your 
desired color is available.
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Top Load Pan Carrier
• These durable carriers are designed to snugly fit one full size pan in 4”, 6” 

or 8” deep sizes. 
• Molded with polypropylene and insulated with polyurethane foam for 

optimal temperature retention
• Adjustable vent cap equalizes outside and inside compartment pressure 

for easy lid opening
• Stackable and interlocking for space saving and easy storage
• Easy to clean interior compartment design

Product # Description Price

Product # Description Price

CA-IT14  18 3⁄4” L x 4” D x 26 3⁄4” H $334.99

UPCS140

UPCS160

UPCS180

4” Deep Pan 25 1⁄8” L x 17 1⁄8” D x 8 1⁄2” H

6” Deep Pan 25 1⁄8” L x 17 1⁄8” D x 8 1⁄2” H

8” Deep Pan 25 1⁄8” L x 17 1⁄8” D x 12 1⁄4” H

$209.99

$209.99

$183.59

Specify Color: Dark Brown or Speckled Gray, Black, or Beige

Cateraide IT™ Pan Carrier
Hold temperatures in the safe zone for over 6 hours. Durable 
polyethylene body, reinforced corners, and foam insulation give it 
long life in tough environments. 
• Latches are field adjustable to insure a secure seal for the life of 

the carrier
• Integrated writing surface for easy identification
• Secure stacking enables easy transport and storage

8” Deep

Hot/Cold Gel Packs
• Safe, non-toxic and FDA approved
• Can be microwaved, boiled or placed in 

steamer to heat up.
• Simply freeze for cold applications 
• Safe, double anti-leak protection

Product # Price Product # Price

CB1220   20 13⁄16” L x 12 7⁄8” D x 1 1⁄2” H HCP100   9”W x 11 1/2”H

HCP200   10”W x 20”H

$119.99 $25.99

$19.99

Camchiller 
Helps keep cold food fresh and safe for 8 hours or more. No external power 
or ice required. Simply freeze and place in any insulated cart. 

4” Deep
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Ultra Camcart® H-Series
• Non-corrosive heating unit ensures a consistent safe temperature range of 150° -165°F
• Thick foam insulation retains temperature for hours even when unplugged
• Holds up to sixteen 12” x 20” food pans
• Built-in thermometer is easily removable for cleaning
• Easy to read Power On and Heat On indicators
• Tough, durable polyethylene exterior stays cool to the touch
• Single 9” nylon latch provides quick and secure opening and closing
• Molded in bumpers protect cart and walls

Product # Description Price

Product # Description Price

Product # Description Price

BS05

BS25

BS50

BS10

BS05P

BS25P

BS50P

BS10P

 

1 1⁄2 gallon 11 3/4” x 10 3/8” x 17 1/4” 

2 1⁄2 gallons 9” x 16 3/4” x 18 1/4”

4 3⁄4 gallons 9” x 16 5/8” x 24 1/4”

11 3⁄4 gallons 16 1/4” x 20 111/16” x 24 3/4”

1 1⁄2 gallon 11 3/4” x 10 3⁄8” x 17 1/4”

2 1⁄2 gallons 9” x 16 3/4” x 18 1/4”

4 3⁄4 gallons 9” x 16 5/8” x 24 1/4”

11 3⁄4 gallons 16 1/4” x 20 111/16” x 24 3/4”

$133.89

$144.99

$154.99

$257.49

$142.29

$139.99

$149.99

$267.79

CA-IT5

5615A

5615C

5615K

5615M

5 Gal  16 1⁄10”W x 10 ½”L x 26 3⁄8”H

18 1⁄8”W x 26 3⁄8”D x 24 7⁄9”H  Single Compartment Without Casters

18 1⁄8”W x 26 3⁄8”D x 31 1⁄4”H  Single Compartment With Casters

20 1⁄2”W x 27 1⁄8”D x 54”H  Double Compartment With Casters

28 3⁄4”W x 33 3⁄8”D x 54 1⁄8”H Double Compartment With Casters

$189.99

$823.99

$978.49

$1449.99

$3089.99

Specify Color: Brick Red, Dark Brown, or Black

Specify Color: Granite Gray (71), Granite Green (4),  Black (7), Dark Brown (6)

Camtainer™ Beverage Server 
A rugged polyethylene shell combines with polyurethane foam insulation on these containers. 
The end result is an extremely durable, dishwasher-safe insulated container that keeps hot 
beverages hot and cold beverages cold for hours on end.
•  Seamless, double-wall, high density construction resists dings and dents
•  Textured exterior is scratch-resistant
•  Molded-in mount plates prevent latches from pulling out
•  Molded-in handles are designed for easy transport

Cateraide IT™ Beverage Server 
Hold temperatures in the safe zone for over 6 hours. Durable 
polyethylene body, reinforced corners, and foam insulation give it long 
life in tough environments. 
• Latches are  adjustable for a secure seal for the life of the carrier
• Integrated writing surface for easy identification of contents
• Secure stacking enables easy transport and storage

Heated Door

Brick Red
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Replacement Parts

Beverage Cooler
Rugged, durable, industrial strength water coolers keep water cold and clean. HDPE 
hide won’t chip, peel, buckle or rust.
• Ultratherm insulation for maximum cold retention
• White FDA grade interior liner is easy to clean and resists stains 
• Reinforced handles
• Wide mouth pressure fit lid for easy filling
• Not recommended for warm beverages

Product # Description Price

Product # Description Price

Product # Description Price

BS25XT

BS50XT

BS10XT

2 1/2 gallon  10 1/2”L x 17”Wx 181/2”H 

5 gallon   101/2”L x 17”W x 25 3/4”H

10 gallon  20 5/8”L x 16 3⁄8”W x 26 3/4”H

$169.99

$179.99

$239.99

FA1000 CAM

FA10500 CAM

FA10600 CAM

60091 CAM

60092 CAM

Faucet and Spout Assembly

Gasket for 2 1/2 and 5 Gallon

Gasket for 10 Gallon

Metal Latch Assembly for 2 1/2 and 5 Gallon

Latch Assembly for 10 Gallon

30001A3 2 gallon 11 1⁄2”L x 11 1⁄8”W x 14 3⁄4”H $31.49

30001B3 3 gallon 13 1⁄2”L x 13 3⁄4”Wx 14 1⁄8”H $41.99

30001C3 5 gallon 14 1⁄2”L x 13”W x 20 3⁄8”H $52.49

30001D3 10 gallon 17 1⁄4”L x 15 7⁄8”Wx 23 1⁄4”H $74.99

30001F3 Replacement Spigot $9.99

$27.99

$11.99

$19.99

$20.99

$19.99

XT Cateraide™ Beverage Server 

Lock up leak problems with this new, improved beverage server that features a convex lid design to 
prevent leaks during use. The Sure-Latch™ design latch system provides a tight, secure seal while an 
improved O-ring seal eliminates leaks during transport. 
• A BPA-free, durable scratch-resistant polyethylene exterior
• A “Spring Action” faucet for dripless service
• Nylex II™ latches that feature dull edges, are rust-proof, bend-proof, and dent-proof
• Convenient pop-up vent and easy-grip, formed handles for transporting
• Ability to stack with standard Cateraides or other beverage servers Black Brown

Plastic LatchMetal Latch

Faucet Assembly Most 
common to 

break.

Specify Color: Dark Brown, Black, or Slate Blue

5 gallon
30001C3

2 gallon
30001B3 3 gallon

30001A3
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Disposable Buffet Kit
• 33-pieces included in kit
• Great for quick clean up

Winco Economy Chafer
• Stainless steel construction is affordable and durable
• Maintains food quality and presentation at buffets or catered events
• Stackable frame for easy storage
• Fully assembled and ready to use
• Requires standard fuel  

Avenger Roll Top Chafer
• Stainless steel construction is durable and easy to clean
• Elegant and economical solution for buffets or catering operations
• Fully retractable perforated cover – works in closed, 90 degree and 

fully open position for serving flexibility
• Wind guard shields fuel from wind for outdoor use and more 

attractive presentations
• Use standard fuel or Vollrath’ s Universal electric heater

Mobile Breath Guards
• Practical protection for your next campus catering event
• Durable stainless steel base is stable but lightweight
• Height adjustable from 14” to 25”
• Ships knocked down and requires simple assembly

Electric Chafer Heater
• Designed to maintain the proper serving temperature without  

 the need for an open flame
• Ideal for outdoor applications where electric service is available 
• Improves safety at catered events or in crowded cooking stations
• Fits standard fuel cup openings
• UL listed, comes with 6’ grounded cord

Professional Heat Lamp
• Hold temperatures on the buffet line with this free-standing lamp
• Heavy duty aluminum frame with jumbo tube for better stability
• 4-position adjustable height

Product # Price Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

4747B9 WINC-7229A9

V-46350 Round

V-46360 Rectangular

V-MB98719  24”

V-MB98720  36”

V-MB98721  48”

V-MB98722  60”

V-46060 120V Universal

WINC-EHL-2

$29.99 $39.99

$429.99

$429.99

$481.95

$521.85

$585.55

$626.05

$183.55

$89.99
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Folding Beverage Frame
• Dress up your beverage service with this portable folding box frame
• Mirror finish exterior is attractive and easy to maintain
• Fits around an existing ice tub or bus box with bottomless housing
• Folds flat for easy storage
• Quickly and easily elevates your beverage presentation

Double Wall Beverage Tubs
• Works with any décor to add style and effectively chill beverages
• Modern hammered finish hides scratches for a longer life 
• Double wall construction won’t sweat keeping presentation fresh
• Sturdy strong base and handles for easy transport

Glide Pro Cooler
• Patented horizontal locking telescope handle technology is expertly 

engineered to transfer the lifting load further from the the user
• Unique and simple design allows lifting and pulling a large, fully 

loaded cooler with half the effort of conventional tow-handle coolers
• Provides MaxCold performance of 5 to 6 days
• Heavy-duty, indestructible stainless steel hinges

TrimLine® Beverage Dispenser 
• Clear polycarbonate container
• Lid and base have textured finish
• Removable drip tray

BPA Free Plastic  
Beverage Container
• Stylish and economical drink service  
• Compact, lightweight design saves space
• Perfect for indoor and outdoor use
• Infuser included to add flavor to your cold  

beverages and to enhance the presentation
• 100% BPA Free

Silhouette™ Beverage Dispenser
• Plastic and stainless steel modern design  

provides an upscale yet economical drink service  
• Dresses up your self-serve beverage station or catered event 
• Perfect for indoor and outdoor use
• 100% BPA Free

Product # Price Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

TC-RS1537

TC-BAD1500  1.5 Gallon60049A1     39 17⁄25” x 39 17/25” x 18 3/5”

CA850SGL    8”W x 16 1⁄2”D x 21 1⁄2”H
Specify black or brown base

TC-BTB1610   16” X 10”

TC-BT199   19” X 9”

TC-BTB2111   21” X 11”

TC-N175  3.5 Gallon NSF

TC-175  3.5 Gallon

$73.15 $169.65

$199.40

$228.60

$149.99

$97.99

$24.99

$79.99

$75.39
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Mirage Induction Range
Mirage induction ranges are feature the latest generation engines designed 
for efficiency, control and durability
• Easy-to-read digital display makes these easy to operate
• The Mirage Pro is compact, mobile and has 100 power levels for precise 

cooking control
• Extra-quiet fan means the Mirage Pro is ideal for front-of-the house 

usage
• 20 power ranges, hot surface warning and auto-shutoff feature  make 

this easy to operate
• Constructed of heavy-duty 18 gauge stainless steel with a sturdy plastic 

base, the Mirage Cadet is built for long lasting durability
• 6’ power cord

Countertop Rethermalizer
• Ideal for serving line or buffet presentations, these induction 

rethermalizers keep soups, sauces and
• More at perfect serving temperatures
• Recipient of the NACUFS IICE industry innovation and creative 

excellence award and Kitchen
• Improves safety as induction technology ensures that the unit only 

gets hot when an induction-ready insist is placed inside
• 800W of heating power ensures quick reheating of your stored foods
• Easy-to- manage controls and digital display

Product # Price Product # Price

V-7470110  7 qt Mirage Induction

V-7470140  7 qt Mirage Induction

V-74110110  11 qt Mirage Induction

V-74110140  11 qt Mirage Induction

V-59300P Cadet

 V-59500P Pro

$555.49

$555.49

$569.75

$569.75

$329.99

$599.99

Intrigue Induction Chafers 
• Combine with front-of-the house induction buffets for an elegant serving line presentation 
• Glass top version allows viewing off food without opening the chafer—maintaining food quality
• Removable cover with baffle, “stay put” hinge design holds cover in closed, 45 and 90 degree positions
• Dripless cover keeps condensation off of food and tabletop improving the appearance of your buffet
• Mirror finish stainless steel is beautiful and durable
• Square or round styles for variety in your presentation
• On/Off switch for convenient powering up or down without unplugging the power cord

Geoline Induction Ranges 
• Perfect for station cooking or catering, safe to use without an open flame
• Easy to use touch control panel makes changing temperature settings simple and quick
• Top surface is double vitroceramic glass that’s easy to keep clean
• 99-minute timer built in to so you don’t need a separate unit   
• Multiple power levels (12 or 20) ensure precision cooking control
• Stainless steel exterior is long lasting and easy to clean
• •Available in single unit or double unit either side by side or front and back
• •Made for daily use in commercial settings

Product # Name Price

Product # Name Price

V-46132

V-46134

GL1800PB

GL1800C

GL23500

Intrigue Induction Square-Solid Top 

Intrigue Induction Square-Window Top

Adventys Induction Range-Single Burner

Adventys Induction Range-Double Burner Front to Back

Adventys Induction Range-Double Burner Side by Side

$671.85

$751.05

 $809.99

 $1,099.99

 $1,899.99
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Heated Food  
Merchandisers Wide
• Stainless steel and glass exterior is easy to clean and durable
• 18” double shelf merchandiser keeps fresh, warm and ready
• Independence heat and light controls for each shelf lets you display 

different foods on each shelf 
• Tempered glass on four sides for maximum visibility 
• Includes divider rods to quickly and easily separate foods

Nemco Pizza Merchandiser
• Three 12” racks that rotate
• Water reservoir keeps food on display fresh and not dried out 
• Tempered glass on four sides and lighted interior display
• Stainless steel and glass exterior is easy to clean and long lasting

Cayenne Hot Food Merchandiser
• Heated display is ideal for packaged to-go meals and more
• Front and rear sliding doors for easy loading and self serve
• Thermostatically controlled heat with 85° to 175°F temperature range
• Three shelves provide lots of room for display
• Variable heat and humidity controls combined with a special heat baffle ensure even 

temperature distribution and control
• Lights are controlled separately
• 120V, with NEMA 5-15P
• ETL Sanitation and ETL US Listed

Product#   Stainless Black

Product # Price

18” x 19-1/2” x 21-7/8”

24” x 19-1/2” x 24”

30” x 19-1/2” x 24”

36” x 19-1/2” x 24”

NM-6450  3 Tier

V-40733

V-40734

V-40735

$1369.05

$1716.05

$1800.00

$1999.00

$1566.30

$1895.05

$1947.79

$2193.25

$1382.75

$939.85

$1,134.90

$1,430.45

NM-6480-18

NM-6480-24

NM-6480-30

NM-6480-36

26” x 19” x 25”

36” x 19” x 25”

47” x 19” x 25”

Product # Price



food prep smallwares
Having top-quality cooking tools available is important to the busy, professional chef.  With the 
right tools at the ready, you can focus on the task at hand, creating meals that satisfy students 
and staff and showcase the talents of your culinary team.  A Cook’s Campus Dining Supply 
Specialist can find the right utensils, cutlery and smallwares for your campus kitchen. 

We carry a full range of food prep smallwares.  Looking for a particular item?  We’re ready to 
put our two decades of foodservice product expertise to work to identify solutions for you. Let’s 
connect.  877-760-5388.
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Portion Control Dishers
• Stainless steel bowl
• Color coded plastic handles
• Meets NSF standards

Product # Name Price

Product # Name Price

SW7606 

SW7608

SW7610 

SW7612 

SW7616 

SW7620

SW7624

SW7630

SW7640

V8606

V8608

V8610

V8612

V8616

V8620

V8624

V8630

V8640

6  White  4 2/3 oz

8  Gray  4 1/3 oz

10  Ivory  3 2/3 oz

12  Green  3 1/3 oz

16  Blue 2 oz

20  Yellow 1 2/3 oz

24  Red 1 1/3 oz

30  Black 1 oz

40  Purple 2/3 oz

6 White 5 1⁄3 oz

8 Gray 4 oz

10 Ivory 3 1⁄4 oz

12 Green 2 2⁄3 oz

16 Blue 2 oz

20 Yellow 1 5⁄8 oz

24 Red 1 1⁄3 oz

30 Black 1 oz

40 Orchid 3⁄4 oz

$7.49

$7.49

$7.49

$7.49

$7.49

$7.49

$6.99

$7.49

$7.49

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

SW7610

SW7608

SW7606

SW7612
SW7616

SW7620

SW7624

SW7630

SW7640

Portion Control Dishers
• Durable one-piece color coded handle 
• Antimicrobial Agion® built into handles for food safety
• Stainless steel bowl and components to prevent corrosion
• Limited lifetime warranty 

Extended 
grooved handle 
provides 
sure grip for 
comfortable use V8640

V8630

V8616

V8620

V8624

V8606

V8608

V8612

V8610
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Rite-Size© Disher 
• Ergonomically designed handle for comfortable use
• Capacity is easily visible on color coded handle
• Stain resistant
• 1 year “No Questions Asked” full replacement warranty

Product # Name Price

Product # Name Price

630-606AC

630-607AC

630-608AC

EZ04

EZ05

EZ06

EZ08

EZ10

EZ12

EZ14

EZ16

EZ20

EZ24

EZ30

EZ36

EZ40

EZ50

EZ60

EZ70

EZ100

4 oz  Charcoal

6 oz   Red

8 oz   Blue

4 Orange 8 oz

5 Teal 6 oz

6 White 4 2/3 oz

8 Gray 3 2/3 oz

10 Ivory 3 1/5 oz

12 Green 2 3/4 oz

14 Light Blue       2 4/25 oz

16 Blue 2 oz

20 Yellow 1 3/4 oz

24 Red 1 1/2 oz

30 Black 1 oz

36 Tan 2 2/5 oz

40 Orchid 3/4oz

50 Rust 2/3 oz

60 Pink 1/2 oz

70 Plum 7/16 oz

100 Orange 1/3  oz

$21.99

$21.99

$21.99

$18.99

$18.99

$15.49

$15.49

$15.49

$15.49

$15.49

$15.49

$15.49

$15.49

$15.49

$15.49

$15.49

$15.49

$15.49

$15.49

$15.49

6 oz

8 oz

4 oz 

Charcoal

Red

EZ Dishers 
• Patented squeezable plastic handle means no springs
• 1-piece plastic color-coded handle for easy identification
• Stainless steel neck and bowl 
• Durable design, ambidextrous capability 
• 1 year warranty   

Ambidextrous  
Capability
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Solid Perforated  Description Price

Product # Name Price

630-680

630-690

630-700

630-710

630-720

630-730

630-740

630-685

630-695

630-705

630-715

630-725

630-735

630-745

630-670

630-675

2 oz Yellow

3 oz Brown

4 oz Green

6 oz Black

8 oz Blue

10 oz Red

12 oz Purple

8 oz 

12 oz

SOLID 

$5.09

$5.69

$6.19

$6.69

$7.19

$7.69

$8.69

PERFORATED 

$5.09

$5.69

$6.19

$6.69

$7.19

$7.69

$8.69

$4.00

$4.00

Perforated

Solid
Rite-Size© Round 
Servers 
Extra large 10 oz & 12 oz capacities – only available through 
Cook’s! Made from stain resistant and highly durable 
copolymer mix, these portion utensils can be expected to last 
a long time and withstand temperatures up to 190°F. There is 
a “banger” bump at the base for strength and rigidity. One piece 
durable copolymer construction.
• Capacity is easily visible on server handle
• Product can be hung up on pegs or in tool locker when not in use
• 1 year “No Questions Asked” full replacement warranty

6 OZ

10 OZ

12 OZ

4 OZ
3 OZ

2 OZ

8 OZ

Solid

Rite-Size© Pasta Servers 
The Pasta Server, in two sizes, will make serving up spaghetti, macaroni or 
other types of pasta faster and more consistently portioned. 
• 8 oz blue and 12 oz purple sizes, match colors of Cook’s  

portion utensils
• One-piece, highly durable copolymer construction
• Capacity is easily visible on server handle
• Stain resistant and dishwasher safe
•  1 year “No Questions Asked” full replacement warranty

12 oz

8 oz
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Metal Portion Utensils
• One piece stainless steel bowl
• One piece construction
• A.B.S. plastic color coded handles with finger rest
• 10 3/4” handle
•  Available in Solid or Perforated Models

Product # Name Price

SW3472 Solid

SW3473 Solid 

SW3474 Solid

SW3476 Solid

SW3478  Solid

SW3482  Perforated

SW3483 Perforated

SW3484 Perforated

SW3486 Perforated

SW3488 Perforated

2 oz Red

3 oz Beige

4 oz Green

6 oz Black

8 oz Blue

2 oz Red

3 oz Beige

4 oz Green

6 oz Black

8 oz Blue

$8.29

$8.29

$9.49

$10.99

$12.99

$8.29

$8.29

$9.49

$10.99

$12.99

Durable one 
piece construction

Fits into  
corners easily

Oval Portion Utensils
• Unique oval bowl design fits into corners of steam table pans 

reducing waste and maximizing serving efficiency
• Capacity is stamped on shaft and handles are color coded for 

 easy identification
• Ergonomic design offers comfort and reduces hand fatigue
• One piece construction is durable and sanitary
• High temperature nylon handle is heat resistant to 450° F
• Limited lifetime warranty

Product # Name Price

V2120S Solid

V2230S Solid 

V2335S Solid

V2445S Solid

V2655S Solid

V2865S Solid

V2120P Perforated

V2230P Perforated

V2335P Perforated

V2445P Perforated

V2655P Perforated

V2865P Perforated

1 oz Black

2 oz Blue

3 oz Ivory

4 oz Gray

6 oz Teal

8 oz Orange

1 oz Black

2 oz Blue

3 oz Ivory

4 oz Gray

6 oz Teal

8 oz Orange

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29

$14.29
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Product # Name Price

Product # Name Price

M22608

M23210

M23850

M23306

M22003

M18604BK

M23930

M23820

M22707

M22608

M22610

Chef’s Knife, 8”

Bread Knife, 10”

Boning Knife, 6”

Utility Knife, 6”

Paring Knife,

Pizza Cutter

3” Paring Knife

6” Boning Knife

7” Santoku Knife

8” Chef’s Knife

10” Chef’s Knife

 $16.15

 $13.95

 $11.35

 $11.39

 $5.50

 $12.99

 $6.99

 $16.99

 $22.99

 $16.15

 $24.99

Genesis Knives
• The non-slip comfortable Santoprene® handles are perfect
• Full tan, fully forged superior high quality high carbon, stain-free steel blade
• Razor sharp, long lasting taper ground edges
• Balanced bolster for comfortable, efficient use
• NSF certified

Millenia Primary 4™  
Soft Grip Colored Knives 
The Millennia Primary 4™ collection of professional knives features 
ergonomic Santoprene® and polypropylene handles to provide comfort and 
anti-slip benefits. Manufactured of high-carbon, stain-free. Japanese steel, 
the knives are color-coded for dedicated-use.
• Stain resistant and dishwasher safe
• 1 year “No Questions Asked” full replacement warranty

Product # Price Product # Price

M10000630-837 $209.99$14.99

Available in 
green, blue, 
red or yellow 
handles

M22707

M22608

M22610

M23820

M23930

Specify Color: Blue (BL), Green (GR), Red (RD), Yellow (YL)

Dual Action Knife Sharpener
Safe and easy to use, this 2-stage knife sharpener requires nothing but 
a few easy strokes to keep blades sharp. The v-shaped cutting head with 
2 crossed tungsten carbide blades puts a quick edge on knives and the 
ceramic side nicely finished the edges. 

Dual Action Knife Sharpener
This is a three-stage knife sharpener with 100% diamond abrasives and 
ultra-fine stropping stage for an astonishingly sharp edge in seconds. 
Use to sharpen all knives, straight edge and serrated - kitchen knives, 
butcher knives, cleavers, even pocket and sporting knives - extends their 
useful life! Limited lifetime warranty
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Product # Name Price

A. 630-814

B. 630-815

C. 630-813

D. 630-820

E. 630-817

F. 630-818

G. 630-816

H. 630-821

8” x 3” Turner

6” x 3” Turner

8” x 3” Perforated Turner

4” Scraper

5” x 4” Turner

2 1/2” Mini Turner

3” x 4 1/2” Turner

5” Pie Server

$11.19

$10.19

$11.99

$8.19

$12.49

$5.09

$12.49

$9.29

Plastic Dough Scrapers 
• Won’t scratch metal surfaces
• Metal free, will not rust or corrode and chemical resistant
• Integral handle for comfortable grip

White Handle Dough Cutter
FSE Professional Utensils feature superior construction, top of the 
line materials. 
• White polypropylene handle is very comfortable to use
• Lifetime warranty
• 6” Dough Cutter

A.

Professional Utensils 
FSE Professional Utensils feature superior construction, top of the line materials. 
• White polypropylene handle is very comfortable to use
• Lifetime warranty

B.

C.

D.

E. F.

F.

G.

H.

Polypropylene Utensils 
• Comfortable white polypropylene 
• Guaranteed for life

E.

A.

B.

C.

Lifetime 
Warranty

Product # Price Product # Price

630-822 30023A$8.49 $16.29

Specify Color: Red (2), Green (4), Blue (5), White (1), Yellow (3)

Product # Name Price

A. W5688

B.  W5650-8

C. W5650-12

D. W5683R 

E. W5691-4

3 1/2” Sandwich Spreader

8” Icing Spatula

12” Icing Spatula

8” x 3” Turner (red) 

4” Pizza Cutter

$5.29

$16.19

$15.19

$15.49

$20.49

D.
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Spatula  Scraper Name Price

630-840

630-841

630-842

630-843

630-844

630-845

10”  

14” 

16”  

$2.09

$2.79

$3.09

Product # Price Economy Price Heavy Duty Price

SW3464  9” $1.99

SW3466  12” $2.29

SW3465  16” $3.29

SW3352 9”L

SW3382 12”L

SW3387  16”L

SW3569   9” $2.49

SW3572   12” $3.09

SW3576   16” $4.19

$4.29

$4.19

$4.49

Black Easy Grip Tongs Stainless Steel Tongs

Spatulas and Scrapers
Spooning, scooping and spreading are made easy with these durable, 
white handled spatulas and scrapers. Dishwasher safe.

SW3111  SW3121  ------- 11" 1.0mm Standard $3.09

SW3113  SW3123  ------- 13"1.0mm Standard $3.09

SW3311  SW3321 ------- 11"1.2mm Heavy Duty $3.09

SW3313  SW3323  SW3333 13"1.2mm Heavy Duty  $3.09

SW3315  SW3325  SW3335 15"1.2mmHeavy Duty $4.29

High Heat Spatulas/Scrapers
These scrapers and spatulas have fine-edge tapered profile for easy 
and even spreading. Cool-touch handles make preparing heated items 
safe. Temperature safe to 600°F.

Product # Price Spatulas Scrapers

Solid Perforated Slotted Gauge Price 

630-870  10”

630-871 14”

630-872 16”

630-873 10”

630-874 14”

630-875 16”

RU1901  9 1⁄2”

RU1905  13 1⁄2”

RU1906  16 1⁄2”

$7.79

$10.99

$12.49

$7.99

$10.49

$11.99

$6.49

$7.29

$9.29

Baker’s Spatula 
• Seamless construction resists dirt, bacteria buildup
• Blades molded into handles for permanent bond
• Dishwasher safe
• White

Stainless Steel Spoons

slotted

perforated

solid
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Wood Pastry Brushes
These scrapers and spatulas have fine-edge tapered profile for easy 
and even spreading. Cool-touch handles make preparing heated items 
safe. Temperature safe to 600°F.

Nylon Handle French Whips
• Thicker wires for mixing heavy food products
• Nylon handle is heat resistant to 475˚F
• One piece construction for easy cleaning
• Limited lifetime warranty

Soft Handled Peeler 
Black comfort grip handle with a stainless steel blade. 

Product # Price

Product # Price

Aluminum Wooden

Winco  Price Carlisle Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

60098A9 2”

60098B9 3”

60098C9 4”

7090V  10”

7092V 14”

7093V 16”

SW20023

KA1315 15”L

KA1318 18”L

CA1397 2”

CA1398 3”

CA1399 4”

WINCO

60097A9 2”

60097B9 3”

CARLISLE

CA391 2”

CA392 3”

CA393 4”

SW3610 10

SW3612 12”

SW3614 14”

SW3616 16”

SW3618  18”

SW3620 20”

SW3624 24”

 $6.49

 $7.99

 $9.99

$3.39

$105.99

$129.99

$16.39

$18.49

$19.99

$9.99

$11.99

$13.99

$8.99

$9.99

$10.99

$12.49

$13.49

$13.49

 $14.49

Pastry Brushes
 The soft nylon bristles have high fluid retaining  
capacity and are epoxy set to ferrules to prevent  
bacteria harboring air pockets. 

French Hotel Whip
The resilience of the thin, spring wires makes this whisk an all purpose 
favorite. 18-8 stainless steel.

Rolling Pin
Aluminum - ball bearings for easy rolling and 3 1⁄2” barrel diameter. Wooden 
- Nylon bearings and steel rod runs through center.

One Piece Rolling Pin 
No moving parts to disassemble. Won’t warp, chip, crack or peel. Solid one-
piece construction. Polyethylene rolling pin eliminates cracks for hidden food 
particles and unsanitary food borne bacteria. Dishwasher safe. 

SW3633 13"L $30.59

SW3635 15"L $35.79

SW3638 18"L $40.29

SW3653 12 1⁄2"L $47.99

SW3655 14 1⁄2"L $49.99

SW3658 17 1⁄2"L $51.49

Carlisle
(no metal)

Winco

Winco

Carlisle

WINCO

$8.79

$13.49

CARLISLE

$16.39

$17.49

$18.99
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SW3101 1 oz $6.49 SW3221 1 oz $11.49

SW31022 oz $6.99 SW3222 2 oz $14.99

SW3104 4 oz $8.79 SW3224 4 oz $18.49

SW3106 6 oz $10.29 SW3226 6 oz $19.99

SW3108 8 oz $12.49 SW3228 8 oz $21.49

SW3110 10 oz $10.99  _____ 

SW3112 12 oz $14.49 SW3232 12 oz $25.49

SW3155  19 1⁄2” x 5”   $7.79

SW3157  20” x 7”   $7.49

SW3159  23” x 9”  $7.99

SQUARE 

SW3180  7”  $6.49

SW3848 Fine 8” $21.99

SW3852 Fine 12” $30.29

SW3868 Coarse 8” $20.19

SW3872 Coarse 12” $30.29

Economy and  
Heavy Duty Colanders
• Economy colander has lightweight aluminum construction
• Extra heavy-duty weight premium quality stainless steel

Product # Price Product # Price

Product # Price Product #  Price

Standard (Winco) Each Heavy Duty (Vollrath) Each 

SW6228 8 qt

SW6231 11 qt

SW6236 16 qt

WN-SLO-11  11 qt

WN-SLO-16   16 qt

MB-17360 8” D $49.99

$53.99

$63.89

$46.49

$56.69

$89.99

China Cap Strainer
The strainer is heat resistant to 430°F.  The ergonomic handle is insulated to 
stay cool. There are 2 side hooks to hold the strainer in place while in use. The 
stainless steel mesh is hygienic and easy to clean. 

Mesh Skimmers
Nickel plated steel wires, round skimmer has 4.8 mm gauge and square 
skimmer has 4.0mm gauge.

China Cap Strainer
This china cap has a pointed mesh liner that is securely  
framed by the handle and is perfect for straining soups, purees,  
bisques and sauces. Choose fine or coarse mesh.

Heat sealed to 
prevent food 
trap.

16 QT
WN-SLO-16 

16 QT
SW6231 

One Piece Ladles
Available in Standard or Heavy Duty. One piece stainless steel construction for everyday use. 12” handle.
• Standard: 1.0 mm thick
• Heavy Duty: 2.5 mm thick

SW3180

SW3155
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UPCD13 Aluminum $74.99

UPCD14 Stainless Steel $109.99

Heavy Duty Mixing Bowls 
• Heavy gauge 18-8 300 series stainless steel construction
• Flat base for exceptional balance while mixing
• Precise capacities

FIFO™ Squeeze Bottles
• Unique “First In First Out” design
• Wide mouth openings on both ends
• Unique tripod stand and non-drip lid
• Clear plastic for easy cleaning

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product #   Price

V69040  4 qt $20.49

V69080 8 qt $34.99

V69130  13 qt  $43.99

SW7230  30 qt $186.99

SW7245  45 qt $251.99

SW7280  80 qt $449.99

FM280-1493 12 oz  $3.09

FM280-1494 16 oz  $4.09

SW7202 1 1/2 qt

SW7204  4  qt 

SW7208  8 qt

SW7213  13 qt

SW7217  16  qt

SW7220 20  qt

USBC-08  8 oz Clear $1.49

USBC-09  8 oz Red $1.49

USBC-10  8 oz Yellow $1.49

USBC-12  12 oz  Clear $2.19

USBC-13 12 oz Red $2.29

USBC-14  12 oz Yellow $2.19

USBC-24  24 oz Clear $2.29 

USBC-25 24 oz Red $2.19

USBC-26 24 oz Yellow $2.29

$4.49

$5.79

$8.99

$12.49

$17.29

$25.99

Mixing Bowls
Polished stainless steel finish allows easy clean up. Flat base for 
exceptional balance while mixing. Material endures heavy usage, with 
curved lip for secure handling.

Squeeze Bottles
Great for storing and dispensing  
condiments, vinegars, sauces and other ingredients. 

Pancake Dispenser
Make perfectly uniform pancakes or biscuits every time 
without any messy splatters or wasted batter. 
• Portion control with 8 settings from 1⁄2 oz to 3 oz
• Easy to clean aluminum construction
• 13” from top to bottom

Dispenses the same 
amount of batter 

every time!
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Product # Price

Product # Price

KT1048XHD

KT1060XHD KT260XHD KT266XHD

Extra Heavy Duty Kettle Tools
All 304 stainless steel construction
11 gauge handle 
Eyelet feature on the handle end to easily use with security tether
Handle features permanently etched markings at 1” intervals to simplify cooking 
directions and measuring of ingredients
Head on round and reinforced kettle whips are contoured to fit inside  
kettle shell
3/16" diameter wires on whips penetrate the handle and are individually welded to 
the base inside and out for superior durability
1 Year “No Questions Asked” Warranty
Paddle head size: 13 7/8"L x 7"W
Round Whip head size: 12"L x 13 13/16" dia
Reinforced Whip head size: 14"L x 8 1/2" dia
Ladle Bowl size: 5 1/2"D x 10" L
 

Heavy Duty Kettle Tools
• All 304 stainless steel construction and 16 gauge handle
• Eyelet feature on handle end to easily use with security tether
• Handle features etched markings at 1” intervals to simplify cooking  

directions and measuring of ingredients
• Round kettle whips are contoured to fit kettle shell
• 3/16” dia wires on whips go through the handle and are welded to the  

base inside and out for superior durability
• 1 Year “No Questions Asked” Warranty
• Paddle head size: 13 7/8”L x 7”W
• Round whip head size: 12”L x 13 13/16” dia
• Reinforced whip head size: 14”L x 8 1/2” dia
• Ladle bowl size: 5 1/2”D x 10” L - 1 1/2 gallon capacity

Interval Markings
1” intervals 
simplify 
cooking 
directions and 
measuring 
ingredients

Oar Style Handle
For a comfortable 
grip and front 
eyelet for tethering.

KT266
KT260

KT1060

KT1048

KT3070

Oar style  
handle for a 
comfortable grip 
and front eyelet 
for tethering.

KT3060
1 1/2 Gallon 
Capacity

KT1048XHD  Perforated Kettle Paddle 48” L $349.99

KT1060XHD Perforated Kettle Paddle 60” L $379.99

KT260XHD Round Kettle Whip 58” L $539.99

KT266XHD Reinforced Kettle Whip 58” L $539.99

KT1048 Perforated Kettle Paddle 48” L $249.99

KT1060 Perforated Kettle Paddle 60” L $279.99

KT260 Round Kettle Whip 58” L $439.99

KT266 Reinforced Kettle Whip 58” L $439.99

KT3060  Solid Bowl Kettle Ladle 60” L $499.99

KT3070  Perforated Bowl Kettle Ladle 60” L $399.99

*length doesn’t include eyelet for tethering your 
kettle tool which adds 1½” to the total length
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Potato Masher

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

KT3081   60”L

KT1036SXHD  Solid Kettle Paddle $299.99

KT1036PXHD  Perforated Kettle Paddle $299.99

KT3082  Globe Style Whip $349.99

KT3065 25” L Masher $149.99

KT1036MDS Med Duty Solid Kettle Paddle 36” L $129.99

KT1036MDP Med Duty Perforated Kettle Paddle 36” L $129.99

KT1048MDS Med Duty Solid Kettle Paddle 48” L $149.99

KT1048MDP Med Duty Perforated Kettle Paddle 48” L $149.99

KT236MD  Med Duty Round Kettle Whip 36” L $289.99

KT248MD  Med Duty Round Kettle Whip 48” L $339.99

$499.99

Globe Whip
• The most robust whip available.
• All 304 stainless steel construction 
• 1/4” diameter interior whip wires penetrate the handle and are welded 

to ½” diameter exterior tube and 16 gauge handle
• Hand hold design on the handle end for easier use in heavy foods
• Handle features permanently etched markings at 1” intervals
• 1 Year “No Questions Asked” Warranty
Globe whip head size: 12”L x 13 1/4”dia

Short Series  
Heavy Duty Kettle Tools
Facing a mandate for a maximum 36” long Kettle Tool? Our new Short 
Series is your answer! All 304 stainless steel construction, the paddles 
feature an 11 gauge handle or 16 gauge on our Globe style whip. All tools 
have our ergonomically designed oar style grip with the integrated eyelet 
(not shown) for secure tethering. Paddle and whip head are same size as 
our standard models, only the handle is shortened for compliance.
• 1 Year “No Questions Asked” Warranty
Paddle head size: 13 7/8”L x 7”W
Globe Whip head size: 12”L x 13 1/4”dia

Medium Duty Kettle Tools
• All 304 stainless steel construction
• 1 ¼” diameter 18 gauge handle
• Choose from solid or perforated kettle paddle designs
• Round kettle whip head is contoured to fit inside kettle shell
• 90 Day Warranty
Paddle head size: 10 1/4"L x 5 1/2"W
Round whip head size: 10 1/2"L x 10" dia 

KT1036MDP

KT1048MDP

KT248MD

KT236MD

KT1048MDS

KT1036MDS

Oar Style Handle
For a comfortable grip and 
front eyelet for tethering.

36" Length

Extra Heavy Duty Whip Wires
1/4” thick interior wires
1/2” thick exterior tube
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Stack for  
easy storage

FSEVollrath

WN-PMCP-5SET $36.99

Product   Price

5-Piece Measuring Cup Set
These polycarbonate measuring cups are break and chip resistant,  
making it suitable for tough correctional environments. 
• Raised two-color markings in quarts (red) and liters (blue)
• Cup, 1 pint, 1 qt, 2 qt, and 4 qt capacity cups
• Dishwasher safe

CB2525 1 cup $6.19

CB2550 1 pt $8.99

CB25100 1 qt $11.49

CB25200 2 qt $16.49

CB25400 4 qt $18.99

SW7470  9 oz                    Aluminum  $2.99

SW7473  10 oz                  Stainless Steel $4.39

Product #         Case of 12

CA270  10 oz                  Polycarbonate $40.99

SW6140 Aluminum 1 pt $4.49

SW6141Aluminum 1 qt $5.79

SW6142 Aluminum 2 qt $6.99

SW6144 Aluminum 4 qt $11.19

SW7800 Stainless Steel 1 gallon (NSF approved) $79.99

SW7328 4-piece spoon set $6.49

SW7329 4-piece cups set $7.79

WN-MSPP-4 Measuring Spoons $2.99

WN-MCPP-4 Measuring Cups $4.99

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Camwear® 
Measuring Pitchers
Crystal clear, polycarbonate 
measuring 
pitchers are a necessity in every 
kitchen. Molded-in graduations 
will never wash or scratch off. 
Dishwasher safe.

Dredge
Clear dredge allows for immediate 
identification of contents. Tough 
polycarbonate resists cracking, chipping 
and breaking. 12 per case. Metal dredge 
comes in your choice of aluminum, or 
stainless steel.

Baker’s Measures
Economical aluminum measures available in 1-4 quart sizes feature 
graduated markings for quick and easy use. Heavy 300 gauge stainless steel 
has 1 qt. graduations. 

4-Piece Measuring Sets
Stainless steel cups include 1⁄4, 1⁄3, 1⁄2, 1 cup. Stainless steel spoons  
include 1⁄4 t, 1⁄2 t, 1t, 1T.
Plastic cup set includes 1 cup, ½ cup, 1/3 cup, and ¼ cup. The spone set 
includes 1 tbsp, 1 tsp, ½ tsp, and ¼ tsp spoons. Sets of 4 plastic cups and 
spoons are held together with a plastic O-ring and are dishwasher safe.
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SW6058  64 oz $5.09

SI4550 4 - 6 oz $ 7.99

KAS5000 6 -10 oz  $14.19

KAS7500 12 -16 oz $23.29

KAS9500 64 - 86 oz  $38.29

SW6012  5 oz $3.59

SW6016  12 oz $3.59

SW6024  24 oz $6.39

SW6023  38 oz $5.29

SW6026  58 oz $6.49

SW6030  85 oz $8.99

SCP6CW  6 oz $5.99

SCP12CW  12 oz $6.19

SCP24CW  24 oz $7.29

SCP64CW  64 oz $10.29

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Economy Scoop
Durable blue polycarbonate scoop 
for ingredient or ice bins.

Aluminum Scoop
Sturdy one-piece cast aluminum scoop with solid handle. Handle can be 
drilled for convenient hanging

Saf-T-Scoop
• Germ-guards help protect 

knuckles from making contact with ice
• Helps meet health code that prohibits bare hand contact with 

ready to eat food (ice is food)
• Polycarbonate construction for durable long life
• Three sizes available to best fit your ice station needs

Camwear® Scoops
Cambro‘s scoops are made of strong polycarbonate. That means the scoops 
will not dent, rust or chip. They will continue to look good and perform well 
wash after wash. Clear.

630-850 6 oz $3.09

630-851 12 oz $4.09

630-852 24 oz $5.49

630-853 64 oz $6.49

Product   Price

Polycarbonate Scoops
Dishwasher safe, durable clear polycarbonate won’t rust, dent or chip and 
you can easily see the contents being scooped. These economical and long 
lasting scoops are available in four sizes and feature a hole in the handle so 
they can easily be tethered to an ingredient bin.

KAS9500
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630-886 $9.29

630-885 $3.29

CP431   $169.99

CP10099  $35.99

CP9150 200 wipes/box $11.19

TY9999 100 wipes/box $7.29

TY9999T 70 wipes/tub $4.99

TY-9821-PB  Kit $135.99

TY-9821 K-type Thermometer $86.99

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Digital Thermometer 
Precision digital thermometer measures food temperature quickly and 
efficiently with it’s large, easy to read display. Battery included.
• On/Off Switch
• Easy to read digital display
• 1 year “No Questions Asked” Warranty
• Temperature range of -40° to 450° F

Precision 
Thermometer
Measure food temperature quickly and accurately with this  
precision thermometer. Convex lens is easy to read and easily re-calibrated.
•  304 stainless steel probe is 5” long
• 1 year “No Questions Asked” Warranty
• Temperature range of 0° to 220° F

Non-Contact  
Infrared 
Thermometer
Measures surface temperatures fast, 
avoiding cross-contamination. Uses a 9 volt 
alkaline or NiCad battery.
• F / C selectable Hi / Lo Alarm
• 7 Second display hold
• FDA Class II Laser
• Min / Max / differential & average display
• Hard carrying case
• Temperature Range: -76° to 932°F

Waterproof Digital 
Thermometer
With it’s easy-to-read display, this  
thermometer is easily calibrated. 
• Automatic shut off
• Waterproof
• Lifetime Warranty
• Temperature Range: -40° to 450°F

Antibacterial Probe Wipes
Wipe used thermometers with antibacterial probe wipes. Probes are  
cleaned and sanitized without skin contact, so food remains hygienic and 
safe. Contains 70% isopropyl alcohol.

TY9999TCP9150 TY9999

Thermocouple
Thermometer Kit
Kit features a simple C/F switch 
and provides accurate temperature 
measurement to ensure HACCP 
compliance for cooking, cooling, and 
storage. The Kit includes a thermocouple 
thermometer with k-type probe.
• Oversized 1.1” read-out
• Hold function
• Temp range from -58°F to 662°F
• A 3.9” K-Type Probe with 5 second 

response time 
• 2 AAA batteries
• One year warranty on thermometer,  

6 months on probe
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CP336-01 $23.99

SJ-THDGA   Black  $19.99

630-888  $3.79

630-889  $2.09

SJ-THDGPN   $16.99 

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Refrigerator/Freezer  
Thermometer 
• Color coded with HACCP guidelines
• Durable 304 stainless steel case
• Hangs or stands
• 1 year “No Questions Asked” Warranty
• Temperature Range: -20° to 80° F

Oven Thermometer
• 1 year “No Questions Asked” Warranty
• Durable 304 stainless steel case
• Hangs or stands
• Temperature Range: 100° to 600° F

Digital Thermometer
• A longer & more durable digital thermometer
• Temperature range -49°F to 392°F
• Probe is 4 3/4” (121 mm)

CP-DPP800 $29.99 630-887  $16.99

Product # Price Product # Price

Digital Pen Thermometer
Settings stored in a non-volatile memory chip, no “field adjustment” of 
calibration settings is required, so there is no risk of introducing error into 
the instrument. Guaranteed for life.
• JPX7 waterproof rated, dishwasher safe
• Field recalibratable
• Lifetime warranty
• Includes vinyl case and 9 volt battery
• Temperature Range: -58°to 450°F

Precision Digital Thermometer
Precise, digital thermometer features the max-temp-hold button to use to 
measure the rinse water temperature in your dish machine.
• Temperature chart on sheath
• Auto switch off after 10 minutes of non-use
• Hold button and maximum temperature memory
• Battery included 
• Complies with new FDA 1.5 mm tip code
• 1 year “No Questions Asked” Warranty
• Temperature Range: -40° to 450°F

1.5 mm tip

TempRite 
Fridge/Freezer 
Thermometer
Accurately measure the food temperature in 
your coolers not just air temperature! No more 
concerns about the safety of your food when the 
air temperatures jump because the door is open 
too long or the freezer is in defrost cycle. The 
ColdStick contains a proprietary silicon-based gel 
that takes on refrigerated cabinet temperatures 
exactly like food does ensuring quality, safety and 
shelf life of your frozen and refrigerated products.
• 1 year warranty
• Temperature Range: -40° to 100° F

Digital Pen Thermometer
• Digital pen-style pocket thermometer
• 32°F to 392°F (0°C to 200°C)
• 3” stainless steel step-down probe
• Protective sheath and pocket clip
• Sheath doubles as extended handle
• Battery included
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TE10C

TY32  32 oz x 1⁄4 oz $67.99

TY80  5 lb x 2 oz $69.99

TY400  25 lb x 2 oz $69.99

TY800  50 lb x 4 oz $77.99

TE32C 32 oz x 0.1 oz $86.99

TE10C 10 lb x 0.1 oz $96.99

HL32  32 oz x 1⁄4 oz $62.79

HL80  5 lb x 2 oz $67.99

HL400  20 lb x 2 oz $69.99

TE10SSW  $274.99

TY-3817 White $26.99

TY-3817R Red $26.99

88132  32 oz x 1⁄4 oz $147.99

88025  25 lb x 2 oz $154.99

88005  5 lb x 1 oz $159.99

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Portion  
Control Scale 
Analog scales feature stainless steel 
construction, easy to read dial, and 
shatterproof lenses. The angled design 
with bold graphics make precise weighing 
quick and efficient.

Digital Scales 
• Platform size 5” x 5”
• Large easy-to-read LCD display and 

auto/off and auto disable
• One year warranty
• AC adaptor included, also runs on 2 

AAA batteries (not included) 

Economy Scale 
• Enamel painted body
• 6” dial face
• Shatterproof lens
7 3⁄4”H x 7 3⁄8”D x 5 1⁄2”W

Waterproof  
Digital Scale
• Completely submergeable
• Stainless steel platform
• Reads ounces and grams
• Platform size 6.7” x 7”
• Rechargeable battery and AC  

adapter included
• 1 year warranty

Digital Scales 
Portable and easy to store, these compact digital 
scales from Taylor measure just 3 7/8” W x 6 1/4” 
D x 1” H. Featuring a 0.9” LCD screen, they are 
available in red or white. Battery included.
• 11lb./5kg capacity with 0.1oz/1g increments
• Portable and easy to store; 0.9” LCD
• Auto shut-off and tare functions
• Platform Dimensions: 3 7/8” x 3 7/8”

Premier Scale
Edlund’s award-winning design is tough, accurate and easy to clean. 
• Dishwasher safe - without disassembly
• Field calibration on 2 lb model
• All stainless steel construction
• Red pointer provides clean, fast readings
• Streamlined shape prevents food traps
9” H x 6 1⁄2” D x 6 3⁄8” W 
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7967A9 $11.99

88270 $1,599.99

S-1  $134.99

KT1100 $44.99

U-12  $249.99

KT1415  $77.99

S-11 $499.99

S-11JP $529.99

KT1415 $77.99

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

U-12 Can Opener
The Edlund U-12 manual can opener is constructed from stainless steel 
and is easily disassembled for increased sanitation. This is an NSF certified 
manual can opener that offers the standard 16 in. length and QuickChange 
technology that allows cleaning to be super easy.
• Manual can opener
• Cast stainless steel clamp base
• Opens 50 cans per day

#1 Can Opener 
Made in the USA since 1925. Cast iron construction. Plated base features 
plastic insert to protect bar plating. Replacement knives and gears in 
stock. Installs quickly and easily to most tables. Opens 50 cans per day.

Easy Krank Can Opener
• Easy to use Swing-A-Way can opener
• Large crank makes opening effortless
• Longer handles provide greater leverage
• Black swing grips for comfort and quick cleaning

Electric Can Opener 
Now With a three year warranty . For high volume operations who need 
to open up to 250 cans per day. Two speed motor for flexibility and 
performance. Knife and gear designed for easy cleaning and maintenance. 
Designed for easy cleaning and maintenance. 3 year warranty. 

S-11 Stainless Steel Can Opener
Edlund’s top-of-the-line manual can opener features a cast stainless steel 
base with replaceable stainless knife and gear for years of service. The 
optional corrections model* features tamper resistant fasteners, a secured 
blade and a non-removable stainless steel shank. Opens 50 cans per day.
• Dishwasher Safe
• 5 year warranty

Tamper resistant 
fasteners

Opens 50 
Cans Per Day!



cookware • bakeware
 It’s not just pots and pans; it’s the perfect oversized cupcake to the student celebrating a 
birthday.  The stock pots are where you prepare hot soup for hungry athletes.  The right non-
stick fry pan is integral to a successful omelet bar.  

We carry a full range of cookware and bakeware for your kitchen.  Looking for a particular item?  
We’re ready to go the extra mile to identify and source product solutions for you. Let’s connect.  
877-760-5388.
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30034A9  8” $15.99  30034B9  8” $20.99

30035A9  9 1⁄2” $20.99  30035B9  9 1/2” $27.99

30037A9  12” $36.99  30037B9  12” $49.99

Sauce Pots  Lids

2005D9  17 qt $173.39 5124D9 $43.99

2005E9  24 qt $209.99 1294E9 $52.99

2005F9  33 qt $254.99 1294F9 $67.99

Stock Pots  Lids

47723  27 qt $203.99 5124D9 $44.99

V-47724  38 qt $254.99 1294E9 $54.99

Natural Price Non-stick Price

Product# Price Product# Price

Fry Pans
• Premium stainless steel 

construction
• Choose from uncoated or  

non-stick coated interior finish
• Lid sold separately
• Induction ready

Intrigue®Sauce  
& Stock Pots
• 18-8 stainless steel construction
• Ideal for use with induction ranges
• 1/4” thick bottom is bonded aluminum 

and stainless steel
• Mirror finish, easy to clean
• Oven and dishwasher safe
• Heavy-duty stainless steel loop handles 
• Limited lifetime warranty

NF12-1188 8" $25.49 67908 8” $18.99

NF12-1189 10" $35.99  67910 10” $23.99

NF12-1190 12" $48.99  1042A9 12” $30.59

Aluminum

Steel Coat

Non-Stick

Natural

for easier handling

Steel Coat Price Aluminum  Price

Wearever Aluminum Fry Pans
Non-Stick
Featuring SteelCoat x3™ the breakthrough non-stick coating that gives you longer life, better food release, 
faster clean-up and lower replacement costs. Body is heavy-duty impact-resistant 3004 aluminum.
• Low profile rivets attach handle and are coated for easy cleaning
• Tri-vent® handle has ergonomic design and reduces heat transfer 

from pan to handle
• Optional Silicon handles are rated to 450° F
Natural Finish
Natural finish with silicone handle. Body is heavy-duty impact-resistant 3004 aluminum.
• Low profile rivets attach handle and are coated for easy cleaning
• Ergonomic Tri-vent® handle reduces heat transfer from pan to handle
• Silicone handles are rated to 450° degrees F 

V-69808 8” $48.99

V-69810 10” $64.99

69812 12” $94.99

Product   Price

Tribute® Stainless Steel Fry Pans
3-ply construction for optimal performance and durability
• EverTite™ riveting system offers a lifetime warranty against loose rivets
• Silicon handles are rated to 450° F 
• Natural finish
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SPV7516  16 qt  $47.99  FCV7509 $13.99

SPV7524   24 qt $65.99  FCV7521 $15.29

SPV7532  32 qt $76.49  FCV7533 $17.49

SPV7540 40 qt $84.99  FCV7541 $20.39

1044A9  1 1/2 qt $20.99 1043A9 $9.99

1044B9 2 3/4 qt $22.99 1043B9 $10.99

1044C9  3 3/4 qt $25.99 1043C9 $12.99

1044D9  4 1/2 qt $31.99 1043D9 $12.99

1044E9  5 1/2 qt $34.99 1043E9 $13.99

1044F9  7 qt $45.99 1043F9 $15.99

1044G9  8 1/2 qt $47.99 1043G9 $19.99

1044H9  10 qt $51.99 1043H9 $21.99

NF12-1202  20 qt $71.49 5120C9 $17.49

NF12-1203  26 qt $82.99 5120D9 $20.39

NF12-1204  34 qt $114.99 5120E9 $30.99

Pot Price Lids Price

Sauce Pans Price Lids Price

Pot Price Lids Price

Classic™ Aluminum  
Stock Pots
• 3004 aluminum construction,  

6-8 gauge thickness
• Energy efficient, heat spreads evenly along 

base and sidewalls
• Double-thick rims and bottoms resist dents
• Beadless rim for easy cleaning
• Made in the USA

Wearever® Aluminum Sauce Pots
• 3004 aluminum construction, 6-8 gauge thickness
• Energy efficient, heat spreads evenly along base and sidewalls
• Double-thick rims and bottoms resist dents and warping
• Beadless rim for easy cleaning
• Solid welded aluminum handles ensure easy interior cleaning
• Lids sold separately and made in the USA

Wearever®  

Aluminum Sauce Pans
• Natural finish aluminum construction 
• Tapered inside for easy stirring of soups, sauces and gravies
• Silicone coating rated at 450° F
• Energy efficient, heat spreads evenly along base and sidewalls
• Beadless rim for easy cleaning and Made in the USA 

Gasket threads in 
cap engineered to 
create a tight seal

Handle lowers 
risk of burns and 
prevents contact 
with food

Hook hangs securely  
on shelving, and will  
not contaminate food

Constructed of 
tough, durable 
polycarbonate

Integrated cooling 
fins provide 50% more 
surface area for faster 
chilling

5608A9  64 oz  $35.99

5608B9 128 oz  $45.29

Product   Price

Rapi-Kool® Plus 

Rapidly cooling foods has never been easier!
Chill food quickly and safely with the San Jamar Rapi-Kool cold paddle. 
Available in 64 and 128 oz, this paddle cools foods from the inside out, 
helping them chill faster and more evenly. It is made from durable 
polycarbonate material which is dishwasher safe. A smooth exterior allows 
for easy cleaning and less product waste. This paddle is NSF Listed.
• New ice cube method reduces stress from freeze-thawing for longer life
• Integrated cooling fins provide 50% more surface area for faster chilling
• Constructed of tough, durable polycarbonate
• Handle makes stirring easy, which chills food quickly
• Gasket and threads in cap engineered to create a tight seal

Tribute® Stainless Steel Fry Pans
3-ply construction for optimal performance and durability
• EverTite™ riveting system offers a lifetime warranty against loose rivets
• Silicon handles are rated to 450° F 
• Natural finish
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CA2424 20 1/2”W x 14”L $32.99 ET-204664  $102.99

Product # Price Product # Price

Muffin Pans
Muffin Pan Pan: Heavy duty muffin pan has seamless cups locked into 
heavy aluminum frame. 4 rows of 6 cups, 24 total cups per pan. 
Cupcake Pan: Aluminized steel construction. 5 rows of 7 cups, 35 total 
cups capacity. Includes a silicone bakery release coating.

Non-Stick Reusable  
Parchment Paper
FDA approved. These reusable non-stick parchment papers are made  
from BPA and PFOA free material. Fits full size sheet pan, 16 ½” x 24 ½”
• Eco-friendly alternative to parchment paper
• Dishwasher and microwave safe
• No transfer of taste or smell 
• Easily cut for microwaves, small ovens, cake pans, etc.
• Temperature safe up to 500°F
• 12 pieces per case

2 1/4” Deep

Fits full half size and  
quarter size sheet pans.

As strong as silicone.  
Ask for a free sample! 

Quarter Size 
LW5220

Half Size 
SHP-13

Full Size 
SHP-18

630-DW1822  $32.99

8109A9  fits 9” x 13” Qtr Size Sheet Pan $3.59

8109B9  fits 18” x 13” Half Size Sheet Pan $4.49

8109C9  fits 18” x 26” Full Size Sheet Pan $6.49

LW5220 18 Gauge 1/4Closed Bead Design $8.29 

SHP-13 18 Gauge 1/2 Closed Bead Design $11.99

SHP-18  18 Gauge Full Closed Bead Design $12.19

SHP-16 16 Gauge Full Closed Bead Design $13.19 

SHP-12*  12 Gauge Full Open Bead Design $19.19

Product   Price

Product   Price

Product   Price

Extra Deep Sheet Pan
Ideal for roasting when a large, deep pan with handles is required. Fits 
standard baker’s rack. 14 gauge pan with 13 quart capacity 
Dimensions 26” x 18” x 2 1⁄4”

Sheet Pan Covers
Easy to use, just snap these on your sheet pan to keep foods fresh and keep 
contaminates out. You’ve also made it easy to stack multiple pans without 
crushing the contents for quick storage.
• The clear material allows for quick visual identification of contents
• Fit full, half and quarter size sheet pans

Sheet Pans
• Full size pan available in 12, 16 or 18 gauge
• Half or quarter size pans available in 18 gauge
• 12 gauge pan has easy to clean open bead design 
Full size: 26” x 18” x 1 1/4”  Half size 18” x 13” x 1 1/4”  Quarter size: 9 1⁄2” x 13” x 1”
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CH-40694  18 gauge $18.19

CH-40804  16 gauge $14.29

V9001  16 gauge  Full $17.99

VL-9002  18 gauge  Full $18.99

VL-9002P  18 gauge  Full/Perforated $20.99

V5314  13 gauge  Half $18.49

V5303  18 gauge  Half $14.99

Product # Price

Product # Price

Stay Flat Sheet Pans
These pans stay put with no bowing! You can also boost sidewall strength 
by about 30% because these sidewalls have been reinforced with wire. 
• Plain cookie sheet style with 1/4” wire for added strength
• 50% less oil usage than with bread and cake pans
• Increased durability and reduced staining
• Tension bow technology to increase pan bottom strength
Dimensions 25 7/8” L x 17 7/8” W x 1” H

Heavy Duty Sheet Pans
• Impact-resistant 3000 series aluminum
• Closed bead includes galvanized non-rusting rod  

for reinforcements
• Tapered design for easy stacking
• Concave bottom flattens out during heating for even heat distribution
Dimensions 25 7/8” L x 17 7/8” W x 1” H

Great for sheet cakes. Call us for custom sizes.

10 x 5  
(50 pieces)

AVAILABLE SIZES:

8 x 5  
(40 pieces)

8 x 6  
(48 pieces)

9 x 6 
(54 pieces)

10 x 6  
(60 pieces)

10 x 8  
(80 pieces)

MADE 
in the 
USA 

CKE104SS  8 x 5  40 3 1/4” x 2 3/4” $42.99

CKE100SS  8 x 6  48 3 1/4” x 2 3/4” $42.99

CKE105SS   10 x 5  50 3 1/4” x 2 3/4” $42.99

CKE101SS  9 x 6  54 3” x 3” $42.99

CKE102SS  10 x 6  60 2 1/2” x 3” $42.99

CKE103SS  10 x 8  80 2 1/2” x 2 1/4” $42.99

Product # # of Pieces Piece Size Price

Cake Marker  
Frustrated by incorrectly cut cakes? With the Cook’s Cake Marker, every piece 
will be identical in size. No more wasted cake or differently sized pieces. 
Simply press marker onto frosted sheet cake, lift off and cut with knife. Heavy 
gauge stainless steel construction. 1 year warranty against manufacturing 
defects. Fits full size sheet pans (18” x 26”). Call for price on half size or 
quarter size.
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Super Pan V® Steam Table Pans
The strongest steam table pans on the market; the Super Pan V has an innovative corner design that is 300% stronger than traditional steam table 
pans resisting dents and dings even in the busiest and roughest of correctional kitchens. Dent free corners ensure that pans fit tightly into your 
steam tables for a safer, sanitary and more energy efficient presentation.
• Concave, diaonally tapered corners are impact resistant and act as pouring spout 
• Will resist dents and dings in the toughest kitchen environments 
• Easy-to-clean, dishwasher safe 
• Fits with all Super Pan II pans, covers and accessories 
• Anti-jamming design to prevent pans from sticking together 
• Edges are reverse formed, polished and flattened for tight fit and comfort in handling

Super Pan V® Lids
• Available in solid or slotted
• 22 gauge stainless steel construction

300% Stronger Corner Design Will Not Dent

HALF

FULL 

Solid  Size  Depth  Price  Solid  Size  Depth  Price

Solid  Size  Price  Size   Price

STP5-302 Full 2 1⁄2” $25.49  STP5-322  half 2 1⁄2” $16.49

STP5-304 Full 4” $34.99  STP5-324  half  4” $23.49

STP5-306 Full 6” $52.49  STP5-326  half  6” $32.99

STP5-312  2⁄3 2 1⁄2” $29.99  STP5-332  half  2 1⁄2” $15.29

STP5-314 2⁄3 4” $48.99  STP5-334  half  4” $21.99

STP5-316 2⁄3 6” $61.99  STP5-336  half  6” $31.99

STP5-725  Full  $32.99  STP5-721 Full $34.99

STP5-711  2⁄3 $34.99  STP5-722 1⁄2 $15.99

STP5-712  1⁄2  $16.99  STP5-723 1⁄3 $14.49

STP5-713  1⁄3 $14.29  STP5-724 1⁄4 $12.49

STP5-714  
1

⁄4 $12.49  STP5-726 
1

⁄6 $9.29

STP5-716  1⁄6 $9.29  STP5-746 1⁄9 $9.99

STP5-736  1⁄9 $8.49

Solid Design

Slotted Design
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  Economy Steam Table Pans
Won’t jam during storage. The full shoulder and reinforced flat edge around these pans prevent 
them from jamming during storage and add strength to prevent bending and other abuse. 
• 22 gauge 18-8 stainless steel construction
• Full shoulders prevent jamming during storage and provide added strength for longer life
• Impact resistant edge design holds shape under toughest conditions
• Spoonable™ Bottoms add structural rigidity and allow easy access to food to reduce waste 
• Easy to clean with no difficult corners or crevices

Economy Steam Table Pan Lids
• Available in solid or slotted design
• 22 gauge 18-8 stainless steel construction

Solid Design

Slotted 

Design

Solid - Full Size

Perforated - Full Size

Protects
Corners

Solid  Depth  Price  Solid  Depth  Price Perforated Depth Price

Product # Description Price

STP-222AJ Full Size 2 1⁄2” $22.99  STP-236AJ 1⁄3 Size 6” $26.99  STP-222P Full Size 2 1⁄2” $30.99

STP-224AJ Full Size 4” $39.99  STP-242AJ  1⁄4 Size 2 1⁄2” $12.49  STP-224P Full Size 4” $44.99

STP-226AJ Full Size 6” $41.99   STP-244AJ  1⁄4 Size 4”  $14.99  STP-226P Full Size 6” $54.99

STP-223AJ Half Size 2 1⁄2” $19.99  STP-246AJ  1⁄4 Size 6”  $22.99  STP-223P Half Size 2 1⁄2” $19.99

STP-225AJ Half Size 4” $24.99  STP-252AJ  1⁄6 Size 2 1⁄2” $7.99  STP-225P Half Size 4” $24.99

STP-227AJ Half Size 6” $39.99  STP-254AJ  1⁄6 Size 4”  $13.99  STP-227P Half Size 6” $36.99

STP-232AJ 1⁄3 Size 2 1⁄2” $25.99  STP-256AJ  1⁄6 Size 6”  $17.99

STP-234AJ 1⁄3 Size 4” $17.99

STPL-2001  Solid, Full Size   $25.99

STPL-2002  Solid, Half Size  $15.99 

STPL-2003  Slotted, Full Size  $29.99

STPL-2004  Slotted, Half Size $15.99 

High Temp Silicone Pan Bands
Fits any half size steam table pan. Your choice of gray or black. Heat resistant to 450°F (232°C). This 
reusable band conveniently secures covers, polyfilm, and aluminum foil to pans.Dishwasher safe.
•  Reduced risk of food contamination
•  Works with even bent and dented pans
• Dimensions: 12 3/8” L x 10 1/8” W x 5/8” H

Product # Price

FM133-1511    gray $30.29

FM133-1512    black $29.99
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 Wide Rim Pizza Trays
• Wide rim trays perfect for serving pizzas in cafes 

or pubs on campus or in buffet applications
• Rolled edges with no hard-to-clean openings
• Long lasting, made of sturdy 18 gauge aluminum
• Available in a variety of sizes from 8” up to 18”

 Pizza Server 
• Wood handle is well balanced and easy to grip 
• Stainless steel ensures long useful life
• Great for serving pizza or lasagna

Dough Dockers
• Prevent blistering and over-rising of pizza 

dough by using this docker before baking
• Essential anywhere on campus that you’re 

making pizza or baking bread or rolls
• Stainless steel handle, select all plastic barrel or 

plastic barrel with stainless steel pins

Seamless Rim Pizza 
Screens
Seamless rim makes handling and cleaning 
safer by eliminating any rough or bent edges
• Aluminum construction
• Available in a variety of sizes from 8” to 18”

 Dough Dividers
• Quickly and evenly cut large amounts of 

pizza dough, pastry dough or pasta
• Stainless steel construction for easy 

cleaning and sanitation
• Lockable for consistent widths
• Choose from 5 or 6 wheel sizes, both 

adjustable in width

Pizza Bags
• Insulated bag with Velcro fasteners and 

holds for ventilation so crust stays crisp
• Durable vinyl exterior with heavily stitched 

nylon edging to prevent rips and tears
• 1” foam insulation holds in heat
• T-strap makes these easy to handle

8 Cup Flour Sifter
• Mirror-finished stainless steel body with four 

wire agitator inside to properly sift flour
• Beater is chrome-plated with wire 

reinforcement on the bottom 
• Easy-to-use, ideal for anywhere that you 

 bake on campus
• 

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # PriceProduct # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product #  Price

TG-ALPTWR008  8”

TG-ALPTWR010  10”

TG-ALPTWR012  12”

TG-ALPTWR014  14”

TG-ALPTWR016  16”

TG-ALPTWR018  18”

630-8227220A9

7220B9

TG-SLRD008 8 Wheels, Plastic Barrel

TG-SLRD020 Half Size  3/8” Stainless Steel Pins

TG-SLRD038 Full  Size  3/8” Stainless Steel Pins

TG-ALPZ08  8”

TG-ALPZ10  10”

TG-ALPZ12  12”

TG-ALPZ14  14”

TG-ALPZ16 16”

TG-ALPZ18  18”

TG-SLADD05 5 Wheel

TG-SLADD06 6 Wheel

7224A9 18 X 18

7224B9 20 X 20

7224C9 24 X 24630-595

$1.99

$2.99

$3.99

$4.99

$5.99

$7.99

$8.49$3.99

$1.99

$29.99

$34.99

$49.99

$1.99

$2.99

$3.49

$3.99

$4.99

$5.99

$18.99

$19.99

$21.99

$24.99

$29.99$17.99

Dough Cutter
White polypropylene handle is very comfortable 
 to use Lifetime warranty
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Mercer Pizza Cutter
• Easily and efficiently cut through fresh pizzas with the 4” black 

handled pizza cutter
• High carbon steel cutter wheel has a sharp, precision-ground 

edge to glide through pizzas
• Replaceable blade saves you money over time by not replacing 

entire cutter

Pressed Wood Pizza Rocker
• A must-have blade for kitchen display areas on campus, this 

rocker is decorative, practical and easy to clean
• Quickly and easily slice thin or stuffed pizza, strombolis, 

calzones and more
• USDA-approved
• NSF Listed

Pizza Rocker Knives
• Quickly, easily and neatly slice your hot and ready pizza for 

waiting students
• Rocking feature helps build and keep momentum while cutting 

for speedy service
• Folded grip that is easy to hold and keeps fingers safe
• Convenient hanging hole for easy storage when not in use
• Easy-to-clean, durable stainless steel  

Pizza Peels 
• Easily turn and retrieve your pizzas with a pizza peel
• Add to the experience in wood fired pizza cooking or where 

baking area is open to view on campus
• Choose from all wood or aluminum with wood handle
• Made to endure high heat, scrubbing for long useful life

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

M18604BK

AMMT-PRKS

AMMT-PRS14

AMMT-PRS22

AMMT-PKR20

7221B9

7221D9

TG-WDPP1236

TG-WDPP1436

TG-WDPP1642

Pizza Peel, aluminum, 25,

Pizza Peel, aluminum, 35,

Pizza Peel, wood, 36,

Pizza Peel, wood, 36,

Pizza Peel, wood, 42,

$12.99

$24.99

$8.99

$14.99

$44.99

$18.25

$19.45

$11.99

$12.99

$16.99

Cambro Pizza Dough Boxes
• Pizza is always popular on campus, prep ahead and store dough 

in these durable dough boxes
• Prevents crusting to increase the storage life of dough
• Virtually unbreakable polycarbonate construction won’t bend or 

lose shape
• Withstands temperatures from  -40°F to 210°F
• Be sure to get the box, cover and dolly for easy transport

Product #  Description      Price

7215A9

7215B9

7216A9

7217A7

Dough boxes, pizza, Camwear,

Dough boxes, pizza, Camwear,

Covers, dough boxes, pizza,

Camdolly, for Pizza Dough; BLACK

 $31.99

 $42.99

 $24.99

 $229.99
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warewashing
Wash racks and dollies let you wash, store and move servingware effortlessly to keep your 
operation on track.   Test strips, dishwashing thermometers and sanitation supplies let you 
measure and track critical safety controls.  

We carry a full range of warewashing tools and equipment.  Looking for a particular item?  We’re 
ready to go the extra mile to identify and source product solutions for you.  
Let’s connect.  877-760-5388.
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Peg Rack

DR314

Open Rack

DR258D

Flatware Rack

DR258F

36 Glass Rack

DR336

E-Z GlideTM Washrack Dolly 
Holds and transports stacks of glass racks. Made of sturdy, no rust 
aluminum with corner bumpers. Holds any 19 3⁄4”  square rack.

Camracks® Washracks
Wash, store and transport – the 3-in-1 Solution!
The closed walls combined with open inside compartments ensure water and 
cleaning solutions circulate thoroughly to completely clean and dry contents 
quickly. After cleaning, stack your Camracks® with the dinnerware inside and 
the closed walls will protect the contents from dust, floor cleaning solutions, and 
other contaminants providing sanitary storage. Store your racks on a Camdolly® 
for an easy-to-use transport solution.
• All Camracks® are 19 ¾” x 19 ¾”(except ½ size flatware rack at 19 ¾” x 10”), 

stackable and come in gray
• Standard height is 4”, unless otherwise specified
• Peg Rack – versatile 2 ½” peg racks hold dining room trays, tumblers, mugs, 

bowls and plates
• Open Rack – holds pots, pans, bowls and large prep items
• Glass Rack – holds tumblers, cups and mugs
• Flatware Rack – open design holds flatware and kitchen utensils but smaller 

grid openings keep contents from falling through

Product #   Price

DR314  Peg Rack $30.89

DR258O  Open Rack, 4”H $30.89

DR258D  Open Rack, 7 1⁄4”H $36.99

DR316 4 3⁄8”  (16) Glass Rack  $36.99

DR325 3 1⁄4”  (25) Glass Rack $36.99

DR336 2 11⁄16”  (36) Glass Rack $36.99

DR258F  Flatware Rack, Full Size $30.89

DR258H  Flatware Rack, Half Size $30.99

Heavy Duty Washrack Dolly 
Easily transport or store multiple full washracks.
• Durable aluminum construction 
• Designed to hold any 20” x 20” washrack
• Industrial-duty 5” swivel casters 

Product # PriceProduct # Price

6001A9  $249.99CA2220 No Handle   $184.99

CA2222 Handle  $229.99
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OpticleanTM Washracks
In foodservice, warewashing is all about efficiency, durability and simplicity. 
Sturdy double wall construction, unique honeycomb design for strength 
with an easy grip at any angle, and the four-way tracking design so these 
racks are interchangeable with other brands and are easily placed in dish 
machines, make these a great choice for your warewashing needs. 
• All Opticlean™ washracks are 19 ¾" x 19 ¾", stackable and come in blue
• Peg Rack – standard 2 ¼" peg racks hold dining room trays, tumblers, 

mugs, bowls and plates
• Open Rack – holds pots, pans, bowls and large prep items
• Combination Rack – holds cups, bowls and flatware in one rack
• Glass Rack – holds tumblers, cups and mugs
• Hold Down Grid – use with lightweight items to prevent them from 

being displaced by high pressure sprayers, snaps into place and fits all 
Opticlean Racks 

Peg Rack

DR515

Hold Down Grid

DR9300

Combination Rack

D100RF

Flatware Rack

DR516

36 Glass Rack

DR136RG

Product #   Price

Product #   Price

DR515  Peg Rack $33.99

DR516 Open Rack $33.99

DR100RF  Combination Rack $33.99

DR16-1  (16) Glass Rack $46.99

DR125 (25) Glass Rack $47.99

DR136RG-2  (36) Glass Rack $49.99

DR9300  Hold Down Grid $38.99

A. 5003A9 for Iodine Sanitizers $3.09

B. 5003B9 for Chlorine Sanitizers  $3.09

C. 5003C9 for Quaternary ammonia compounds “QUAT” $6.49

D. 5003D9 for Quaternary ammonia compounds “QUAT” $12.99

E. 5004A9 for Quaternary ammonia compounds “QUAT” $10.69

F. 5004B9 for Chlorine Sanitizers  $10.69

G. 5004C9 for RACK ONLY $23.99

C.A. D. E. F.B.

Litmus Test Strip Supplies 
Litmus Test Strips (A,B &C)
Made from quality Litmus paper, you receive 100 strips in a waterproof 
package that includes a color-coded test chart. 
• “Sani Safe” Litmus Paper Kits (D and E)
• Provides instant readings and color-coded test chart on the face of the kit. 

Each kit includes a 5⁄32" x 15' roll of litmus paper.
• Test Kit Storage Rack (F)
• Great for organizing test strip dispensers. Mounting hardware included. 

Mounts on 5 7⁄16" center
6 1⁄4"W x 2 7⁄8"D x 4 1⁄4"H

G.



protective apparel
Success in the campus kitchen means having the right protective apparel at hand.  Dressing 
smart is selecting the best dishwashing apron for the ware washing area as well as the right 
heat resistant gear for your serving crew and cooks.  A Cook’s Campus Dining Supply Specialist 
can help you find what you need from head to toe.

Looking for a particular item?  We’re ready to go the extra mile to identify and source product 
solutions for you. Let’s connect.  877-760-5388.
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PuppetConventional

MACHINE

WASH

MACHINE

WASH

MACHINE

WASH

MACHINE

WASH

TEMP

TEMP

900°

200°

TEMP

500°

TEMP

400°

MACHINE

WASH

TEMP

450°

RINSE

CLEAN

HIGHEST LEVEL OF PROTECTION

Cool Touch Flame Oven Mitt 
Includes Kevlar ® Webguard ™ provides extra protection between thumb 
and forefinger. Constructed of fire-retardant Nomex ® & Kevlar ® in critical 
areas for heat protection.

Ulti® Grips Oven Mitt 
Made of non-slip textured material withKevlar stitching for extra durability.  
Protects against steam and is dishwasher safe.  Temp rated up to 500°F. 

Best Grip Oven Mitts
The BestGrip oven mitt is made with a new Neoprene® texture, providing 
dexterity and heat protection up to 500°F! WebGuard™ provides extra heat 
protection between the thumb and forefinger.

Cool Touch Oven Mitt 
The Cool Touch Conventional Oven Mitt is machine washable. Kevlar ® 
Webguard ™ provides extra protection between thumb and forefinger. 

Silicone Oven Mitts
Economical oven mitt ideal for light duty use. Protects up to 200°F.  Silver. 

EZ-Kleen™ Non-Stick Oven Mitt 
Handle hot foods with ease, knowing that your skin is protected! The non-
stick exterior & removable poly-cotton liner makes cleaning easy.
• Protects up to 450°F for 15 seconds
• Wipes clean do not machine wash

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

SJ-KT0212 12” $31.99

SJ-KT0215 15” $36.99

SJ-KT0218 18” $41.99

SJ-KT0224 24” $49.99

60072A7 13” $19.19 

60072B7 15” $22.99 

60072C7 17” $23.29 

CM15C 15” Conventional Style  $19.19

CM17C 17” Conventional Style  $19.19

CM15P 15” Puppet Style   $15.19

CM17P 17” Puppet Style   $15.19

SJ-CTC13 13” $27.99

SJ-CTC15 15” $29.99

SJ-CTC17 17” $32.99

SJ-CTC24 24” $34.99

SM13 13” $3.09

SM15 15” $3.79

SM17 17” $3.49

SJ-EZK15 15”  $27.99

SJ-EZK17 17” $29.99

Oven Mitts 
Cook’s multi-purpose kitchen mitt has an extra thick layered terry cotton for 
extreme heat protection. Treated 100% cotton protects up to 400°F.  Black.

Product #   Price

630-950 15” $4.59

630-960 17” $5.29

RINSE

CLEAN

TEMP

TEMP

575°

500°
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RINSE

CLEAN

RINSE

CLEAN

TEMP

450°

TEMP

450°

TEMP

450°

MACHINE

WASH

TEMP

225°

RINSE

CLEAN

TEMP

350°

MACHINE

WASH

TEMP

350°

MACHINE

WASH

SteamGloves™ 
The SteamGlove™ hand protection was designed for the campus kitchen 
to provide safe and sanitary protection to employees working around wet 
applications and where the heat is not exceeding 225°F. 

Terrycloth Sleeves
Cut and heat resistant up to 350°F. Elastic top with knit wrist.  
15” long. White. 

EZ-Kleen™ Hot Pad 
Perfect for tasks that don’t require a full size 
oven mitt.
• 8” x 8” coated poly-cotton
• Heat rating up to 450°F for up to  15 

seconds
• Hanging loop for easy storage
• Wrist strap improves dexterity
• Easy to wipe clean

Ultigrip® Hot Pads
Manufactured from a variety of DuPont, 3M, 
and Honeywell trademarked materials, these 
hot pads provide heat, steam, flame, cold, 
and cut protection.
• Protects hands from temperatures 

ranging from -100°F to 500°F
• Resists chlorine
• Dishwasher-safe
• Repels stains and odor

Heavy Duty 
Terry Mitt 
White terrycloth mitt features 
a steam and grease barrier 
for extra protection. Protects 
up to 450°F.   It’s glove-like fit 
makes it easy for picking this up.  
Ambidextrous. Sold by the pair. 

Heat Resistant 
Pan Grabbers 
10” x 10” heavy duty terry cotton on 
both sides. Natural color. One with a 
slit and one with an elastic strap.   
Pan Grabbers offer excellent 
protection against heat with their 
extra thick layered terry cotton and 
steam barrier. 

Product # Price Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

TB92203 20” Medium $26.79

TB92204 20” Large $26.79

TB92205 20” X-Large $26.79

WL14  $9.49

UHP77BK   7” x 7” $13.19
UHP1010BK 10” x 10”  $16.19

630-970  $4.19

SJ-EZKHP88  $12.99 

 

WL938  $16.79
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RINSE

CLEAN

RINSE

CLEAN

RINSE

CLEAN

TEMP

200°

RINSE

CLEAN

RINSE

CLEAN

TEMP

400°

Flock Lined 
Gloves 
General-purpose rubber gloves  
have straight cuffs and are a thicker 
material to household quality gloves 
for superior durability.   
• 13”L
•  Sanitized to inhibit bacterial growth

Dishwashing 
Gloves 
Designed to be used for all types of 
dishwashing and pot washing applications. 
Thicker satin nitril construction has increased 
durability.  
• 18” L 
• Food safe - CE and FDA compliance

Heavy Duty  
Rubber Gloves
• Embossed grip
• Black with orange interior
• 17” long, one size fits all

Fully Insulated 
Gloves
Constructed of heat resistant 
Neoprene Rubber, this glove 
provides protection against 
heat and hot liquids (up to 200°F). USDA 
accepted. Elbow length 17”L.

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

630-900  $10.69

630-910  $1.99

B517  $25.29

B1217  $43.29

Pot Washing Glove
This heavy, waterproof glove is ideal for pot washing and features cotton interlock lining for additional 
heat protection.  Elbow length is 18”L with 28 mil construction.

Product #   Price

B87  $11.99
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Oversized 
Dishwasher Apron
Your best choice for protection in wet 
areas. Double vinyl laminate mesh is 
durable and comfortable.
• Washer rivets reinforced
• Extra long tie to fit around all frames
• 4 pack includes (1) each Red, Green, 

Blue, Yellow
•  36" x 42"

SAVE $15 WITH A  
4 PACK PURCHASERINSE

CLEAN

RINSE

CLEAN

MACHINE

WASH

MACHINE

WASH

RINSE

CLEAN

White Apron 
Unlike disposable aprons, these 
economical  white aprons will not melt 
to the grill or kettles! Available with 
or without the small pencil pocket, in 
Poly/cotton blend or 100% cotton. 
• 12 per case. 

Black  
Service Apron
• Keep staff clean and looking neat with 

this bib-style apron
• Bring your logo or school name into 

dining area, aprons can be silk screened 
or embroidered

• Lightweight, durable cotton/poly blend
• Black with white nylon tape ties  

EZ-Kleen ™ 
Apron 
Protects the torso and upper legs 
from boiling water, steam & grease. 

• Perfect for cleaning fryers or 
cooking equipment

• Perfect for general dishwashing & 
maintenance

• Red color coated poly-cotton
• 12 1/2” Wx 36”L

Vinyl 
Dishwasher 
Apron 
Made from institutional quality, 
8 mil vinyl and includes heavy 
duty shoe string ties.  
 36” x 43”

Product # Price Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price Product # Price

630-990 100% cot. pocket 37” x 40” $54.99

B606 Polycotton, no pocket 34” x 34” $61.99

630-991 $59.99 /12

B636R Red $21.99

B636N Navy $21.99

B636G Green $21.99 

B636C Clear $21.99

B636T Teal $21.99

B636W White $21.99  

B636Y Yellow $21.99

B636K Black $21.99

B636O Orange $21.99

B636CB* 4 pack $71.99

SJ-EZKAPR-36     36” $29.99 630-995 Blue   $5.79

B614W White   $7.29



storage  •  transport
When the back-of-the-house is well organized, the front of the house can shine.  Stack, seal, and 
store everything easily with the right storage solutions. Load it up and move it fast with the right 
transportation tools.  Product moves from loading dock to serving line, café, even C-Store.  A 
Cook’s Campus Dining Supply Specialist can help you sort out all your storage needs.

Looking for a particular item?  We’re ready to go the extra mile to identify and source product 
solutions for you. Let’s connect.  877-760-5388.
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Slant Top 
Ingredient Bins 
These ingredient bins feature a slant top, 
slide back lid. Constructed of FDA accepted 
poly material, they offer sanitary and 
efficient storage of dry ingredients. Clear 
polycarbonate lids make viewing  
contents easy.

12 gallon 

capacity bin

36 gallon total 

capacity

Ingredient Bins 
• One-piece, seamless, single wall, 

polyethylene construction
• Liquids and dry foods will not seep 

between the seams
• FDA accepted material meets all food 

contact requirements 
• Easy slide-back lid provides easy 

accessDesigned for storage under 
standard worktables

• Heavy-duty 3” casters, 2 

Product # Price Product # Price

IB32C 32 gallons 22” x 24” x 23 1⁄4” $278.09

IB36C 34 gallons 15 1⁄2” x 29 1⁄2” x 28 5⁄8” $288.39

IB44C 43 gallons 18 1⁄2” x 29 1⁄2” x 28 5⁄8” $288.39

Replacement Lids

IB20L for 32 gallon bin $104.99

IB30L for 34 gallon bin $99.99

IB35L for 43 gallon bin $92.99

IB27ST 27 gallons 16 1⁄2” x 29 1⁄2” x 27 1⁄2” $278.09

IB32ST 37 gallons 21 1⁄2” x 29 1⁄2” x 27 1⁄2” $288.39

Replacement Lids  

IB15L 27 gallon bin  $38.99

IB25L 37 gallon bin  $38.99

KM4703 Cart with 3 Bins $400.99

KM4704*  Replacement Bin $139.99

KM4705  Replacement Lids for Bins $59.99

Specify color: Yellow (YW), White (WH) or Blue (BL)

CC32  22”W x 24”L x 23”H  $411.99

Product # Price

Product # Price

Camcrisper® 
Polyethylene crisper bin with clear polycarbonate lid is ideal for storing 
vegetables. Threaded faucet and polycarbonate drain shelf eliminates 
standing water. Stores easily under worktables. 
32 gallon capacity.

KM4703 Cart with 3 Bins $400.99 

KM4704*  Replacement Bin $139.99

KM4705  Replacement Lids for Bins $59.99

Specify color: Yellow (YW), White (WH) or Blue (BL)

Triple Ingredient Bin
All welded, aluminum cart holds three 12 gallon polyethylene plastic bins. 
5” poly swivel, stem casters. 
29”W x 16 1⁄2”D x 30”H
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630-609      5” D $5.99

630-610      7” D  $6.99

630-611      Lid (fits both sizes) $4.99

AR-00920
AR-09144

1 - 26 gallon 

capacity

21 - 27 gallon 

capacity

WN-IB-21 21 Gallon 13”W x 29 1⁄4”L x 28”D $205.99

WN-IB-27 27 Gallon 15 1⁄2”W x 29 1⁄4”L x 28”D $219.99

WN-IB-21-L Replacement Lid for 21 Gallon Bin $30.99

WN-IB-27-L Replacement Lid for 27 Gallon Bin $37.99

Product # Price

Product # Price Product # Price

Product # Price

Heavy Duty Bus Boxes
Economical and durable, these heavy duty bus boxes are made from all 
new materials rather than recycled materials so they will last longer in your 
facility.  Plastic made from new material is less likely to break or crack than 
recycled plastic.
• Available in 5” or 7” depths
• Black color
• Snap on lid fits both sizes, great for storage or stacking          

22” x 16” x 5” or 7”D

Ingredient Bins 
• Innovative advanced super clasp lid 

design makes it easy to scoop ingredients 
without removing the entire cover

• Clear plastic front cover for quick visual  
identification of ingredients

• 3” caster wheels with brakes
• Scoop handle remains out of food to prevent contamination

QC185 18” x 11” x 9” $15.99

QC225 231⁄2” x 191⁄2” x10” $28.99

QC230 231⁄2” x 191⁄2” x13” $35.99

QC300 291⁄2” x 191⁄2” x 15” $61.99

QC181 Lids for QC185 $7.99

QC231 Lids for QC225, QC230 $16.49

QC301 Lids for QC300 $23.99

AR-09146 1 gallon   $12.99

AR-09145 4 gallon  $22.99

AR-09144 6 gallon $27.99

AR-00918  13 gallon $37.99

AR-00919 21 gallon $69.99

AR-00920 26 gallon $84.99

 Stack and Nest Totes 
These heavy duty and dependable containers  can stack  
and then be turned 180° to nest when empty. 
• Constructed of high density polyethylene material 
• Ribs under lip prevent jamming when nested 
• Handle grips on either side for easy carrying and handling 

Ingredient Bins    
Made from translucent polypropylene, these dishwasher safe ingredient 
bins are designed to be stacked, yet the slant lid allows for clear access to 
the contents.   
• 1 Gal, 4 Gal and 6 Gal sizes come with integrated side handles meant for 

storage on shelf
• 21 Gal and 26 Gal sizes are on wheels and designed for floor storage
• Temperature rated from -40°F up to 203°F
• Slant lid for easy access
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T-Bar Aluminum Shelving
• Shelf capacity of 1000 lbs
• 3-shelf unit is 60”H
•  4-shelf unit is 72”H 
• Framework is made from 

1 1⁄2” x 1 1⁄2” x .070” wall tubing
• Adjustable feet for leveling
•  Lifetime guarantee against rust and corrosion and 1 year guarantee against 

workmanship and material defects

Specify -3 for 3 shelf and -4 for 4 shelf unit.

Adjustable Solid Aluminum Shelving
• Shelf capacity of 400 lbs
• 3 shelf units are 60”H
• 4 shelf units are 72”H 
• Framework is made from
• 1 1⁄2” x 1 1⁄2” x .070” wall tubing
• Lifetime guarantee against rust and corrosion and 1 year guarantee  

against workmanship and material defects

SRB1836  36”L x 18”W $514.99 $444.99

SRB1842  42”L x 18”W $549.99 $619.99

SRB1848  48”L x 18”W $562.99 $519.99

SRB1854  54”L x 18”W $569.99 $604.99

SRB1860  60”L x 18”W $519.99 $599.99

SRB1872  72”L x 18”W $649.99 $669.99

SRB2436  36”L x 24”W $540.99 $595.99

SRB2442  42”L x 24”W $489.99 $569.99

SRB2448  48”L x 24”W $479.99  $609.99 

SRB2454  54”L x 24”W $499.99  $619.99

SRB2460  60”L x 24”W $612.99 $711.99

SRB2472  72”L x 24”W $549.99  $829.99

*Add -3 or -4 to model number to indicate 3 or 4 shelf unit.

STB2036  36”L x 20”W $419.99   $519.99 

STB2048  48”L x 20”W $439.99   $599.99 

STB2060  60”L x 20”W $579.99  $629.99 

STB2072  72”L x 20”W $584.99   $679.99 

STB2436  36”L x 24”W $429.99  $539.99 

STB2448  48”L x 24”W $489.99  $692.99

STB2460  60”L x 24”W $579.99  $689.99 

STB2472  72”L x 24”W $619.99  $869.99

Product #  60” (3 shelf) 72” (4 shelf)

Product #  60” (3 shelf) 72” (4 shelf)

Built Campus Tough
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Camshelving™

Camshelving™ can be used in any 
environment. It’s weldless, rustproof, 
and incredibly strong. All weight-bearing 
components are made of a steel core 
with a polypropylene exterior. Shelf 
plates can be removed and washed in a 
commercial dishwasher.
• Easy assembly without tools
• 600-800 lb load capacity, 200 lb 

capacity per shelf
• Includes 4 vented shelves, 4 posts, 

and 4 traverses

Slotted Dunnage 
One piece, seamless dunnage racks are ideal for efficiently storing product 
off the floor. Available in gray.
• 1500-3000 lb capacity

Up to 3000 lb 

load capacity

Camlink Connector 

locks multiple racks 

together

 Aluminum Dunnage 
•   Heavy duty all-welded construction for up to 4,000 lbs per rack
• Vented top allows for air circulation
• Welded feet cannot be removed or broken
• Custom sizes available upon request
• Lifetime warranty against rust and corrosion

DR24C

Up to 4000 lb 

load capacity

3107A71 36”L x 18”W x 72”H $384.99

3107B71 42”L x 18”W x 72”H $429.99

3107C71 48”L x 18”W x 72”H $449.99

CB18604 60”L x 18”W x 72”H $514.99

3123A71 36”L x 24”W x 72”H $432.59

3121B71 42”L x 24”W x 72”H $463.49

3123C71 48”L x 24”W x 72”H $535.59

CB24604 60”L x 24”W x 72”H $566.49

Specify Shelf Type: Solid or Vented

DR30S  30”L x 21”W x 12”H 1500 lbs capacity $179.99

DR36S  36”L x 21”W x 12”H 1500 lbs capacity $184.99

DR48S  48”L x 21”W x 12”H 3000 lbs capacity $239.99

DR60S  60”L x 21”W x 12”H 3000 lbs capacity $249.99
DR24C 24” x 24” x 12” 2500 lbs capacity $82.39

DR36C 36” x 24” x 12” 2500 lbs capacity  $95.99

DR48C 48” x 24” x 12”  2500 lbs capacity $104.99

DR60C 60” x 24” x 12”  2000 lbs capacity $129.99

DR72C 72” x 24” x 12”  4000 lbs capacity $179.99

630-J1836-63C 36”L x 18”W x 63”H  $187.99

630-J1848-63C 48”L x 18”W x 63”H  $205.99 

630-J1860-63C 60”L x 18”W x 63”H  $239.99

630-J2436-63C 36”L x 24”W x 63”H  $219.99

630-J2448-63C 48”L x 24”W x 63”H  $249.99 

630-J2460-63C 60”L x 24”W x 63”H  $279.99

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

CHROME REPLACEMENT SHELVES  Case of 2

7241C9 36"L x 18"W Shelf $54.79

7241E9 48"L x 18"W Shelf $60.99

7241G9 60"L x 18"W Shelf $77.99

7242C9 36"L x 24"W Shelf $62.99

7242E9 48"L x 24"W Shelf $76.99

7242G9 60"L x 24"W Shelf $104.99
REPLACEMENT POSTS  Case of 4

7243C9 63" Post $34.99

7243D9 74" Post $35.99

Economy Wire 
Shelving
A basic post and shelf design, simply 
snap in the tapered split sleeve at the 
height you want on all four posts and lay 
the shelf in place. Posts have grooves 
for the sleeves to fit into at 1" intervals. 
Includes bolt levelers on each post to 
accommodate flooring irregularities. 
Comes in a chrome finish. Epoxy coating 
available on website. Sold in four shelf 
starter units.

Chrome
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Rack Covers
Eliminate costly disposable rack covers 
• Prevents freezer burn, odor 

transfer and dehydration
• Great for proofing and retarding
• Fits pan racks 21"W x 26"D x 69"H
•  23"W x 28"D x 64"H 

Half Size  
Aluminum  
Bun Pan Rack 
• Aluminum construction
• Fits (10) 18" x 26" pans
• 3" slide spacing
• Ships knocked down
• Optional brakes improve stability
• 20 ¼"W x 26"D x 38 ¾"L

Insulated  
Rack Cover
• Full size or half sizes available
• Zipper closure
• Prevents freezer burn, odor transfer 

or dehydration of product
• Can be used for proofing and 

retarding
• Color is black, available solid or with 

window vinyl material

Light Duty  
Bun Pan Rack
• Aluminum construction
• 1” square tubing
• Fits (20) 18” x 26” pans
• 3” slide spacing
• Ships knocked down
• 20 1⁄2” W x 26”D x 70 1⁄4”H 

Heavy Duty 
Sheet Pan Rack
• All welded aluminum construction
• Crossbraces of 1" x 1" aluminum tube are 

welded to the uprights with gussets
• Base of the rack is constructed of  

1 1⁄2" square tubing 
• Four 6" platform type casters, with 

2" x 6" non-marking wheels
• Lifetime guarantee against rust, 

corrosion,workmanship and defects
• 21 1⁄2”W x 26”D x 73”H 

Sheet  Pan Rack 
• All welded aluminum construction 
• End load or side load available
• 5” plate casters on full size
• 5” swivel stem casters on  

half size
• 5 year warranty against workmanship and 

material defects
• 20 1⁄2”W x 26”D x 69”H

5510C9  4 swivel casters 10 pans  $94.99

5510D9  2 swivel, 2 brake casters 10 pans  $95.99

BP300HD  3”  20 $754.99BP-500 Full size 5” 12 $399.99

BP-150 Full size 1 1⁄2” 38 $439.99

BP-300 Full size 3” 20 $427.99

TCB-HBRC-SD Solid/Half Size $109.99

TCB-HBRC-WD Window/Half Size $109.99

TCB-FBRC-SD Solid/Full Size $119.99

TCB-FBRC-WD Window/Full Size $119.99

ALC404 Super Economy $49.99

ALC414 Economy $82.49

ALC424 Standard $134.99

ALC434 Heavy-Duty $132.99

5510B9 3” 20 $132.99

Product # Capacity PriceProduct # Capacity Price

Product # Spacing Capacity PriceProduct # Spacing Capacity Price

Product # PriceProduct # Price
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Steam Table Pan 
Rack 
• Hold full-size pans
• Heavy duty all welded aluminum
• 5” stem casters
• Lifetime guarantee against rust  

and corrosion

Holds forty (40)  

18" x 26" pans on 

1
1

⁄2" spacing

New reinforced 

door with 

interior bracing

New heavy duty  

perimeter bumper with 

heavy duty 6" x 2" caster 

Mobile  
Enclosed Cabinet 
This economical enclosed cabinet is available 
in a full or half sizes.  Enclosed cabinets are 
ideal for storage and transport of sheet pans 
throughout your facility
• Full size cabinet accommodates  

(40) 18” x 26” pans
• Half size cabinet accommodates  

(24) 18” x 26” pans
• 1-1/2” runner spacing
• All welded, reinforced, non-insulated 

aluminum
• (4) 5” swivel plate casters,  

(2) with brakes 
• Life time warranty against rust 
Half size 27”w x 21”D x 44”H
Full size  27”w x 21”D x 68”H

Enclosed Pan Rack 
Non-insulated aluminum cabinets are ideal for storage and transport of sheet pans. 
Available in a variety of sizes so you can find the cabinet that best suits your operation. 
All welded construction, heavy-duty aluminum construction 
Formed door and rear panel create a chimney effect promoting air circulation
Solid side panels of compound interlocking aluminum extrusions
Guides are spaced on 1 ½” centers for maximum capacity
• All seams are fully welded and sealed for a smooth, easy to clean surface
• Easy to maneuver on 5” or 6” platform swivel heavy-duty casters Full Size version
• Tubular framework welded to the base of cabinet for extra rigidity 
• Lifetime guarantee against rust and corrosion and Five-Year Guarantee against 

material defects and workmanship
Half Size 20 7⁄8”W x 27 5⁄8”D x 38”H
Three Quarter Size 20 7⁄8”W x 27 5⁄8”D x 56”H
Full Size 20 7⁄8”W x 27 5⁄8”D x 68”H 

SR318*/24 1⁄4” x 27 3⁄8” x 35”H/ 3” / Side / 18  $389.99

SR320 / 16 1⁄4” x 22 3⁄8” x 69”H / 3” / End / 20  $459.99

SR524 / 24 1⁄4” x 27 3⁄8” x 69”H / 5” / Side / 24  $364.99

SR340 / 24 1⁄4” x 27 3⁄8” x 69”H / 3” /  Side / 40  $419.99

*1⁄2 size pan rack with a stainless steel top
WN-EC1824-C Half Size $699.99

WN-EC1840-C Full Size $799.99

ER-50 Half size 5” 20 $823.99

ER-75 Three Quarter Size 5” 32 $926.99

ER-101 Full Size 5” 40 $1081.49

Product # /Spacing/Load/Capacity Price

Product #  Price

Product #  Door Type Caster Height Capacity Price
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500 lb

capacity

Light Duty Utility Cart
• Easy to assemble, ships 

knocked-down
• 4” no-mark, low  

noise casters
• Handle easily snaps in to top shelf
• Gray

630-3SHC

220 lb

capacity

700 lb

capacity

700 lb

capacity

Utility Carts
• Durable construction for any use
• Made from polypropylene foam with sturdy 

molded-in handle, parts tray and cord wrap
• Knock-down design, easy assembly
• 500 lb load capacity
• Flat shelves make a convenient work surface
• Heavy-duty 5” standard non-marking casters, 2 rigid and 2 swivel 

UC1940  40 3⁄8” L x 19” W x 32 5⁄8” H $224.99630-3SHC  33 1⁄4”L x 17”W x 37 1⁄2”H 3-Shelf $79.99

Product # PriceProduct # Price

Stainless Steel Utility Cart 
• All welded construction
• 18 gauge stainless steel shelves 
• Two or three shelf models available   

Light Duty Stainless Steel Work Tables
90 day warranty against manufacturing defects 
• 18 gauge, 430 stainless steel construction
• Galvanized legs and undershelf
• Ships knock down

LK1010  30”L x 16 1⁄4”W x 34 1⁄4”H 2 Shelf 15 1⁄2” X 24” $649.99

LK1011 30”L x 16 1⁄4”W x 34 1⁄4”H 3 Shelf 15 1 ⁄ 2” X 24” $729.99

LK1021 32 5⁄8”L x 19 3⁄8”W x 34 1⁄2”H 2 Shelf 18” x 27” $619.99

LK1022 332 5⁄8”L x 19 3⁄8”W x 34 1⁄2”H 3 Shelf 18” x 27” $669.99

LK1058 54 5⁄8”L x 22 3⁄8”W x 37”H 2 Shelf 21” x 49” $1139.99

LK1059 54 5⁄8”L x 22 3⁄8”W x 37”H 3 Shelf 21” x 49” $1339.99

WT3030EC 30”W x 30”D $219.99

WT3036EC 36”W x 30”D $259.99

WT3048EC 48”W x 30”D $329.99

WT3060EC 60”W x 30”D $389.99

WT3072EC 72”W x 30”D $439.99

WT3084EC 84”W x 30”D $404.99

WT3096EC 96”W x 30”D $559.99

Product #     Price

Product #  Price
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Light Duty Cart
• Easy to assemble, ships 

knocked-down
• 4” no-mark, low noise casters
• Handle easily snaps in to top shelf
• Gray

Stainless Steel  
3-Shelf Cart
These tig-welded, stainless-steel utility  
carts have a heavy-gauge construction.  
Easy to clean. Non-marking bumpers  
prevent scuffs and scratches on walls. 60028A9

500 lb

capacity

400 lb

capacity

New ergonomic 
handle design400 lb

capacity

60028A9 15 1⁄2” x 24” 300 lb $239.99

60028B9 18” x 27” 300 lb $269.99

60028C9 15 1⁄2” x 24” 500 lb $309.99

60028D9 18” x 27” 500 lb $339.99

UC54 16”L x 30”W x 32”H $218.99

UC254 24”L x 36”W x 32”H $248.99

UCSCAST Replacement Swivel Caster $30.99

UCRCAST Replacement Rigid Caster $30.99

*5138A9 19”W x 42”H x 46”L 4 T-bar $349.99

 5138B9 19”W x 39”H x 48”L 4 T-bar Top/Bottom $349.99

 5138C9 19”W x 39”H x 48”L 4 Solid Top/T-bar Bottom $419.99

*5138D9 19”W x 39”H x 48”L 6 Solid Top/Bottom $499.99

*Utility Cart 5138A9 has a 700 lb load capacity and 1yr warranty 

Product # PriceProduct # Price

Product # Price

Utility Cart
Rated as our best value cart, this Utility Cart is perfect for your routine kitchen tasks. Plus, they are 
manufactured from Derma-Tek Smooth Surface Plastic that will not dent or rust. Derma-Tek Plastic 
will not crack or chip and because the color is molded all the way through, it can’t scratch off. 
• 400 lb capacity
• 5” Gray non-marking casters
• Convenient organizer holds clipboards, thermometers and other supplies.

UC54CGY  Gray  34 3⁄8”L x 17 1⁄2”W x 33”H  $173.29

UC254CGY  Gray 40 3⁄8”L x 25 1⁄2”W x 33”H $189.99

40378128  casters 4/pack+hardware $62.99

Product #  Price

UC54

Aluminum Utility Carts
• Up to 1000 lb load capacity
• All welded aluminum construction
• 5" platform type casters
• 2 Swivel, 2 Rigid Casters

5138D9

*Utility Cart 5138D9 has 6 casters, 4 swivel and 2 rigid
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PT24608 

Platform Trucks 
• Structural plastic construction is durable, smooth and easy to clean 
• Rounded corners protects against accidental wall and door damage 
• Platform won’t dent, crack, chip, peel or splinter
• Casters are NSF listed and resist chemicals, oils and wear 
• Tread and hub are double bonded and mechanically interlocked
• Withstands temperatures from -40° to 180° F
• One handle is included with each truck

Aluminum Platform Trucks 
• Heavy duty aluminum construction is rugged and built to last
• 1 1⁄2” aluminum tube handle features 12” of reinforcement for increased 

strength and reduced bending 
• Two collars on each end accept removable handle
• Rugged caster plates add additional strength to casters
• Lifetime guarantee against rust and corrosion

Decks are Welded to Frame

reinforced  

handle

Smooth Deck

Treadplate Deck

up to 2200 lb

capacity

up to 2650 lb

capacity

PT24485 48”L x 24”W 700 lbs 5” casters $389.99 

PT24486 48”L x 24”W  1200 lbs  6” casters  $459.99

PT24488 48”L x 24”W  2200 lbs 8” casters  $519.99

PT24605 60”L x 30”W  700 lbs 5” casters $519.99 

PT24606 60”L x 30”W 1200 lbs 6” casters $549.99

PT24608 60”L x 30”W 2200 lbs 8” casters $699.99

SMOOTH DECK 6” Polyolefin Casters- 2450 lb. capacity  

CKE2436-6S  36”L x 24”W  $689.99

CKE3048-6S 48”L x 30”W  $739.99

CKE3660-6S 60”L x 36”W $889.99

TREADPLATE DECK   6” Polyolefin Casters 

CKE2436-6P 36”L x 24”W $629.99

CKE3060-6P 60”L x 30”W $889.99

CKE3660-6P 60”L x 36”W $889.99

SMOOTH DECK  8” Polyolefin Casters - 2650 lb. Capacity  

CKE2448-8S 48”L x 24”W $829.99

CKE3060-8S 60”L x 30”W $889.99

CKE3660-8S 60”L x 36”W $889.99

TREADPLATE DECK 8” Polyolefin Casters - 2650 lb. Capacity  

CKE2448-8P 48”L x 24”W $729.99

CKE3060-8P 60”L x 30”W $889.99

CKE3660-8P 60”L x 36”W $889.99

Product #  Price

Product #  Price
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remove 

handles and 

stand on end

Save valuable 
storage space!

Heavy Duty Security Cart 
and Shelves
• Provides security while contents remain visible
• Heavy gauge open wire construction 
• Mounted on heavy duty dolly with wrap around bumpers &  

plate casters
• Double doors open wide
• Latch bar runs the height of the door 
• Choose chrome or Metroseal (MSII) finish
• Shelves sold separately

Folding “U-boat” Utility Cart 
Ideal for transporting heavy loads from the dry store room  
or cooler to the production area. Simple to store, just remove handles and 
stand on end. Cart only takes up 1 1/2 square feet of space. 
• 6 heavy duty casters 
• 1500 lb capacity
• 5 year guarantee against material defects and workmanship

Aluminum Security Cages
These cages are designed to provide safe, lockable security to valuable or 
dangerous materials. Mobile carts available in solid or heavy-duty amplimesh 
walls and stationary cabinet available in heavy-duty amplimesh only. 

MT39C 381⁄2”L x 281⁄16”W x 681⁄2”H Chrome $1239.99

MT51C 50 1⁄2”L x 281⁄16”W x 681⁄2”H Chrome $1579.99

MT63C 631⁄8”L x 281⁄16”W x 681⁄2”H Chrome $1699.99

MT39M 38 1⁄2”L x 281⁄16”W x 681⁄2”H MSII $1479.99

MT51M 50 1⁄2”L x 281⁄16”W x 681⁄2”H MSII $1729.99

MT63M 631⁄8”L x 281⁄16”W x 681⁄2”H MSII $1899.99

NW96856 64 3/4” X 16” X 64” $599.99

5607A9 49”W x 26 3⁄4”L x 71”H Mobile, Mesh 3 $2799.99

5607B9 48”W x 24”L x 72”H Stationary, Mesh 4 $2379.99

5607C9 48 1⁄4”W x 25 1⁄2”L x 70 1⁄2”H Mobile, Solid 3 $2549.99

C450 Casters for Security Cage (Set of 4)  $29.99

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

5607A9



equipment
Your equipment does the cooking, but you add the spark.  Heating it up or cooling it down, 
brewing, boiling, baking and more.  You need equipment for the counter top and the floor, for 
your food truck or pop-up café and we can help.  Your Cook’s Campus Dining Supply Specialist is 
an expert in kitchen equipment that is made to withstand the rigors of the busy campus.
We carry a full range of kitchen equipment for institutional environments.  

Looking for a particular item?  We’re ready to put our two decades of foodservice product 
expertise to work to identify equipment solutions for you. Let’s connect.  877-760-5388.
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NM-56600-1 $336.55

CL50E  $2209.90

NM-55550-8  $136.10

NM-55650 $472.65

NM-55650-2 $525.35

 

R2N  $1088.00

NM-55450-2  $281.89

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

Tomato Slicer
• Great for slicing tomatoes to use on subs, 

salads, sandwiches, hamburgers, salad 
bars and more

• Specially placed guards protect hands
• Blade cartridge is easily removed for 

cleaning or replacement and slides into 
place with minimal handling so it cannot 
be installed improperly

• Changing the size of the slice is as easy 
as changing the blade cartridge (sold 
separately)

• Stainless steel blades, frame and handles 
are aluminum construction

• 2 year parts and labor warranty
•  NSF Listed

Continuous Feed 
Food Processor
The Robot Coupe CL50E Continuous Feed 
Food Processor prepares 1200 plus servings 
in 3 hours or less. This Continuous feed 
processor is designed for quality, continuous 
feed slicing, dicing, shredding, grating, 
french fry and julienne. Accommodates 34 
different processing plates.

Easy Wedger
• One stroke creates eight even wedges of a 

variety of foods from lemons to apples to 
tomatoes

• Vertical pusher applies powerful force with 
little effort so anyone can operate 

• Precision stainless steel blades stay sharp 
and cut cleanly with one stroke

• Works fast with virtually no bruising for a 
beautiful presentation

• Centering rods guide the cut for uniform 
wedges every time

• Stainless steel and aluminum-cast 
construction

• 2-year parts and labor warranty
• NSF Listed

Lettuce Cutter
• Versatility is yours with this easy to use tool 

that slices lettuce, chicken, melon and more
• Blades are interlocked and nested in the 

frame so they won’t flex
• Pusher block and base assembly can be 

removed for cleaning
• Choose from 1” square scalloped edge or 1” 

x 2” scalloped edge pieces
• Variety of blade assemblies available  

(sold separately)
• Stainless steel and aluminum-cast 

construction
• 2 year parts and labor warranty
• NSF Listed

Fry Kutter
• Fast and perfectly cut fries are yours 

with this fry cutter
• Works with peeled or unpeeled potatoes 

and cuts a 3/8” square fry
• Short-throw handle design uses leverage 

to make cutting easy and smooth
• Wall or countertop counter mount 

available
• Stainless steel and aluminum-cast 

construction
• 2-year parts and labor warranty
• NSF Listed

Table Top 
Commercial 
Food Processor 
Prepares up to 850 servings in 3 hours. 
Comes with 21 different plates that slice, 
grate and julienne. This machine can 
puree, mix, chop and blend. 
3 qt bowl capacity / 1725 RPM
Reinforced coupling for durability
Direct drive 1 HP motor
Two stainless steel plates included
3 year motor warranty and 1 year parts 
and labor warranty
• 120/V60Hz/1 phase
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HBF1100 $1349.99 

BB150  48 oz Polycarbonate Container $134.99

BB150S  32 oz Stainless Steel Container $164.99

BB185 44 oz polycarbonate container $164.99

BB185S  32 oz Stainless Steel Container $204.99

Product # Price

Product # Price Product # Price

KA-KSBC1B0CU   Silver $599.99

KA-KSBC1B0BM   Black Matte $599.99

Product   Price

3.5 HP Commercial Blender 
The Kitchen Aid® Commercial Blender is backed by the best-available-in-class, three-
year hassle-free replacement warranty.The patented blade cuts 3x faster than other 
blenders, cutting down on prep time.
• Powerful 3.5HP* motor blends tough ingredients 
• 60-oz BPA-free jar engineered to optimize performance, with beveled corners that 

allow for clean pouring from three sides
• Die-cast metal base stands up to rough kitchen and bar conditions
• 3-year hassle-free motor base warranty

2-Speed Blender
• Rugged, one-piece stainless steel cutting blade
• 48 oz break-resistant polycarbonate container or 

32 oz stainless steel container 
• Two speed motor
• 120V, 50/ 60Hz also available in 220⁄240V
• Limited 2 year warranty

Variable Speed 
Culinary Blender
This blender will not start until the jar and lid is securely in place avoiding 
accidents and includes a dosing cup so ingredients can be added while 
blending. 
• Powerful 3.5 HP motor, 120V
• 1 Gal/128 oz. polycarbonate  jar 
• Temperature gauge helps prevent overheating
• Lid Interlock ensures the blender won’t run without jar or lid in place
• 3-year parts and labor warranty

• 

Commercial Blender
• 44 oz break-resistant polycarbonate container 

or 32 oz stainless steel container
• High and low speeds and pulse option 

for consistent blending every time
• Motor: 1⁄2 HP, Electrical: 120V 
• Limited 2 year warranty 
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C9 Manual 9” diameter 1⁄4 hp $819.99

C10 Manual 10” diameter 1⁄3 hp $922.49 

C12 Manual 12” diameter 1⁄3 hp  $1332.49 EDGE Manual 12” diameter 1⁄3 hp $2204.99

Product # Price

Product # Price

Chefmate  Light Duty Slicer
The Chefmate Slicers from Globe are ideal for low volume slicing operations 
and provide reliable performance at a great price.
• Anodized aluminum construction 
• Top mounted sharpener
• 1 year parts and labor warranty
• 115 V/60 Hz /1 phase

The Edge™ Slicer 
• 12” carbon steel knife
• Poly v-belt drive system
• Sanitary anodized aluminum base, carriage and knife cover
• Removable product deflector
• Borazon™ stone sharpener
• Carriage safety interlocks
• Permanently mounted ring guard. Light duty.
• Rear mounted meat grip
• 1 year parts and labor warranty

Rubber Feet 

Knife Sharpener

GS3600P

GREAT FOR 
SLICING CHEESE!

Not recommended 
for slicing cheese

Not recommended 
for slicing cheese

Light Duty

Premium Heavy Duty Slicer
13” blade cuts better than smaller blades. Meet the most reliable, best performing, all 
stainless steel Slicer on the market today. Backed by Globe’s 15 year knife drive gear 
warranty, this Heavy Duty Slicer features a 13” PreciseEdge™ hardened steel alloy 
knife for cleaner cuts and longer knife life. Not only does it cut better than slicers with 
smaller blades, it features:
• An EZ-Glide™ system for smooth & effortless slicing
• Precise gear slice thickness adjustment
• A powerful ½ HP, 7 amp motor
• Antimicrobial protection
• Open space base design with full gravity feed and 45º angle
•  Permanently attached knife ring guard and cover interlock
• Cheese slicing capability
• 2 year parts and 1 year labor warranty plus the 15 year knife drive gear warranty

Manual   

GS3600N 1⁄2 hp $3792.49

Automatic 

GS3850N 1⁄2 hp $5944.99

Product #  Price

Food Chute
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SP5 $749.99 KA-KSM8990 13 ¼” W x 14 ½” D x16 ½” H  $701.99
Specify Color: Dark Pewter (DP), Onyx Black (OB), Empire Red (ER), and White 
(WH)

Product # Price Product # Price

8 Qt Commercial Stand Mixer
Looking to mix things up in your kitchen? Then you’ll want this heavy-
duty 8 Quart Commercial Stand Mixer from the legendary KitchenAid. 
With more power and capacity than previous models, the KitchenAid 
Countertop Mixer easily mixes recipes with up to 14 cups flour, allowing 
you to make 13 dozen cookies or knead dough for 8 ¼ loaves of bread in a 
single bowl! All this and it’s available in assorted colors! 
• 500 watts delivering 1.3 HP high efficiency DC motor
• Heavy-duty metal knob style
• High performance control panel with Advanced Sensory Feedback 

(15,000x per second)
• Brushed stainless steel bowl with commercial “J” style handle, stainless 

steel 11-wire elliptical whip, flat beater, and spiral power knead  
dough hook

• Extra thick 48” long power cord
• 2 year replacement limited warranty

5 Qt Commercial Mixer
This 5 quart capacity mixer features a heavy duty transmission with 
precision milled gears that operate the planetary action and provide high 
torque mixing power. 10 variable speeds.
• Sheer brawn mixing power- 4 lb mixing capacity
• Heavy duty stainless steel bowl and mixing tools, #10 attachment hub 

and rigid cast aluminum body
• Gear driven, high torque transmission and motor
• Permanently lubricated transmission to minimize damage
• 800 watt motor, 115 V/60 Hz with 1. 6 ft power cord
• 2 year parts and 1 year labor

Gear-Driven Planetary Mixer
• Gear-driven, high torque transmission with heat treated steel gears and shafts
• Mixers come complete with stainless steel bowl, flat beater, wire whip and spiral dough hook; 

7640A9 and 7641A9 come with bowl truck 
• With three gears and a cast iron body ensures years of mixer durability
• Gears and shafts are substantially thicker increasing strength and longevity of the transmission
• Stainless steel bowl guard with built-in ingredient shoot
• Safety interlocked bowl guard and bowl lift 
• Spring loaded bowl clamps securely hold bowl in place, reducing rocking and agitator damage
• Front-mounted digital time and controls
• Two year parts and one-year labor

7635A9  20 Quart $2869.99

7639B9  40 Quart $8309.99

7640A9  60 Quart $11,599.99

7641A9  80 Quart $17,117.49

Product #  Price
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RG57100 100 Cup  $199.99 60081A9  2 Gallon $589.99

RG1255  12-55 cup capacities $175.09

RG12101  12-101 cup capacities $234.99

60084A9  3 Warmer $759.99 GM-RC400  $595.00

Product # Price Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price Product # Price

Hot Water Dispenser
This stainless steel hot water dispenser is designed for 
easy installation, operation and cleaning.
• Space saving 7" W design
• Dispenses 4.2 gallons of water per hour
• Drain system in tank for easy cleaning
• Built-in flow control and strainer for consistant 

operation at 20-90 psi
• 2 year parts and 1 year labor warranty
21” D x 8 5/8” W x 18 7/8”H 

RG12101

Commercial Coffee Maker
Brew perfect coffee and automatically hold it at the ideal serving 
temperature with these heavy duty polished aluminum percolator 
coffee makers.
• Non-drip faucet, signal light
• Stay cool phenolic handles and knob
• 120V, three prong grounded plug
• 2 year warranty

Coffee Urn
The 100-cup model will brew its full capacity 
in less than 70 minutes and the 60-cup 
model takes only 45 minutes. The dual 
thermostats ensure optimum coffee serving 
temperature. Capacity is based in 5 oz cup 
portion. Made of stainless steel.
• 110/ 120V, 6’ ft , 3-prong grounded cord
• Two thermostats for quicker heat up and 

consistent serving temperature
• Dual no-drip faucet with locking and  

one-hand operation features
• 1 year warranty

Automatic Brewer
This easy-to-clean stainless steel brewer 
includes three warmers and hot water 
faucet. It features superior sprayhead 
design, unique water valve with built-in 
flow control, and three warming stations. 
• Voltage: 1800W, 120V, 15 Amp
• Easy to maintain and easy to clean
• 2 year parts & 1 year labor warranty
 8 5⁄8” W x 21”D x 18 7⁄8”H 

Single Serve 
K-Cup Brewer
Brew great tasting single serve beverages 
with the stylish, powerful, and easy to use 
RC400. Compatible for use with RealCup™ 
and K-Cup® single serve capsules. Pulse 
brew and pre-infusion are optimized for 
coffee, tea, and cocoa, and the patent-
pending brew chamber ensures even 
water distribution for full flavor every time.

RG1255
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GC-CS-2E-16 agitator $1037.50

GC-CS-2E-16-S spray $1037.50

CG-QuickGel  $4499.50 

5716A9 $3,144.75

Product # Price

Product # Price

Product # Price

SKMAJ2C4  Double Valve $1899.99

SKMAJ3/C4  Triple Valve $2199.99

Product # Price

Cold Beverage 
Dispenser
•  Highly versatile 9” cup clearance
• Choose from agitator or spray model, 

both with two 2.4 gallon bowls
• Temperature range 35° – 41°F
• Requires 115V electrical connection
• NSF listed and UL listed

Frozen Dessert 
Dispenser
• Add soft serve ice cream, gelato or 

frozen yogurt to your campus menu
• Strong 3/4 freezing compressor, chills 

products at or below 20°F for smooth 
creamy desserts

• One gallon capacity and top fill hopper, 
machine will prepare 30 lbs. of product 
per hour

• Stand-by mode for overnight storage of 
blends reduces prep time 

• NEMA 5-20P line cord included
• NSF listed and UL listed

Slush Machine
• Add variety to your campus drink menu 

with this twin bowl slushy machine
• Two 3.7 gallon bowls
• Independent, adjustable slush density 

control for each bowl 
• Large 12” cup clearance 
• Removable, easy-to-use self-closing 

spigot quickly snaps in and out 
• Durable polycarbonate plastic beverage 

containers with stainless steel base
• NEMA 5-20P line cord included
• NSF listed and UL listed

Milk Dispenser
These versatile milk dispensers accommodate 3, 5 and 6 gallon bags or 
up to six 1 gallon bag-n-box packages. Valve is a spring loaded lift type 
for dripless operation. Constant cooling is provided at the pinch point. 
Includes a temperature indicator on the door front and an adjustable 
temperature control.
• 1 year parts and labor warranty
• 5 year compressor warranty

Iced Tea Dispenser
• Stainless steel is attractive, long lasting 

and easy to clean
• No-drip faucet keeps serving area looking 

neat and protects tablecloths from stains
• 7” faucet clearance fits  most tumblers, 9” 

clearance on 10 gallon dispenser
• Available in 2, 3, 5 and 10 gallon sizes

GC-GTD3-DNT

GC-GTD3-FOT

GC-GTD3-TP

GC-GTD3-C

Product # Price

$80.00

$70.00

$72.00

$97.50
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Ice Machines 
• Produces half cube ice cubes
• Patented Harvest Assist provides increased production 

while reducing energy consumption
• Air-cooled condenser, filter-free. Purchase the IFQ 

Water Filter with the ice maker and the evaporator 
warranty is extended to 7 years parts and labor, the 
longest warranty in the industry

• 3 years parts and labor / 5 years parts on evaporator 
and compressor 

• Limited lifetime warranty

ID-0523W up to 485 lb/daily  N/A 22”W x 24 1⁄2”D x 21 1⁄2”H $2824.49

ID-1106A up to 1141 lb/daily N/A 30”W x 34”D x 29 1⁄2”H $5249.99

ID-0452A up to 450 lb/daily N/A 30”W x 24 1⁄2”D x 21 1⁄2”H $2666.99

ID-0606A up to 600 lb/daily N/A 30”W x 34”D x 21 1⁄2”H $3149.99

ID-0906A up to 874 lb/daily N/A 30”W x 34”D x 26 1⁄2”H $4407.49

ID-B-320 Ice Bin Storage 210 lb 22”W x 34”D x 38”H $839.99

B-400 Ice Bin Storage 290 lb 30”W x 34”D x 38”H $997.49

B-570 Ice Bin Storage 430 lb 30”W x 34”D x 50”H $1049.99

ICEU220HA 238/lb day 24 1⁄2”W x 26 3⁄10”D x 39”H  self contained  $2345.99

ICEU300HA  309/lb day  30”W x 29”D x 39”H  self contained  $2702.99

ICE0400HA  505/lb day  30 1⁄10”W x 24 1⁄4”D x 20”H  B40PS $2600.99

ICE0500HA  565/lb day  30 1⁄10”W x 24 1⁄4”D x 20”H  B40PS  $2753.99

ICE0606HA 652 lb/day 30”W x 24 1⁄4”D x 20”H  B55PS $3263.99

ICE1006HA* 997 lb/day 30”W x 24 1⁄4”D x 26”H B55PS  $4487.99

ICE1406HA 1469 lb/day 48 1⁄4”W x 24 1⁄4”D x 26”H B100PS $5099.99

B40PS 30”W ice bin 344 lb storage capacity n/a $917.99

B55PS 30”W ice bin  510 lb storage capacity n/a $1019.99

B100PS 48”W ice bin  854 lb storage capacity n/a $1407.59

Product # Production Capacity  Dimensions Price

Product # Production Dimensions Bin Recommendations Price

Indigo® Ice Machines 
Sizes from 100 lb-1800 lb
• Stainless steel exterior is extremely durable 
• Rugged polyethylene bin liner is rigid/impact-resistant
• Rugged, corrosion-free base for a long life
• Patented self-cleaning and self-sanitizing technology
• Bin door holds open during use with a patented hinge pin design
• Internal scoop holder stays above the ice line to provide easy access and better sanitation
• 5 year parts and labor warranty on ice machine evaporator
• 5 year parts, 3 year labor warranty on ice machine compressor
• 3 year parts and labor warranty on all other ice machine, dispenser, and storage bin components

ID-0523W

ID-B-320

Image shows cuber on top of Bin. 
 Both sold separately.
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NLR23-S One-Section Refrigerator 27 1⁄2”W x 33”D x 83 3⁄4”H $2193.89

NLR49-S Two-Section Refrigerator 55 1⁄4”W x 33”D x 83 3⁄4”H   $3244.49

NLF23-S One-Section Freezer 27 1⁄2”W x 33”D x 83 3⁄4”H $2677.99

NLF49-S Two-Section Freezer 55 1⁄4”W x 33”D x 83 3⁄4”H $4119.9

ER-ESR1 1 Door  29 1⁄4”W x 31 3⁄4”D x 74 1⁄4”H 23 $1905.53

ER-ESR2 2 Door  49 3⁄4”W x 31 3⁄4”D x 74 1⁄4”H 48  $2796.12 

Refrigerator

CR-DL1R-SA   26”W x 353⁄8”D x 831⁄4”H 1 $4498.58

CR-DL2R-SA     52”W x 353⁄8”D x 831⁄4”H 2 $5520.74

CR-DL3R-SA  78”W x 353⁄8”D x 831⁄4”H  3 $7266.22

Freezer

CR-DL1F-SA   26”W x 353⁄8”D x 831⁄4”H 1 $4854.26

CR-DL2F-SA      52”W x 353⁄8”D x 831⁄4”H 2 $6443.28 

CR-DL3F-SA   78”W x 353⁄8”D x 831⁄4”H  3 $8848.40

Product Cubic Feet Price

Product Dimensions Cubic Feet Price

Product Dimensions Doors Price

Advantedge Reach-In Fridge/Freezer
This one and two-section stainless steel reach-in model features auto defrost, four vinyl 
coated shelves, a fully hinged door, and magnetic gaskets. 
It also features:
•  3⁄8 hp, 115V /60 Hz 1 phase, 7.5 amps, cord, with NEMA5-15P plug
• 3 year parts and labor and 5 year compressor warranty

Reach-In Refrigerator 
• Digital control and monitoring system that maintains optimum temperature
• Heavy duty stainless steel interior and exterior, with galvanized steel finished top, bottom 

and back wall of exterior
• 2.5” thick high density foamed-in-place polyurethane insulation
• 3 year parts and labor warranty on all components and 5 year warranty on compressor
• Field reversible doors
• R-134 a refrigerant
• 1/3 HP compressor unit

Designer Line Reach-In Refrigerators & Freezers
In one, two or three-door styles, Continental Refrigeration’s top mounted reach-in refrigerators and freezers feature  
all stainless steel exterior and aluminum interior construction for greater durability and easy clean ability.  
• Uses environmentally safe R-134A Refrigerant
• 3" Non-CFC Polyurethane foam insulation
• Cam-Action, Lift off hinges
• Heavy Duty Epoxy-Coated Steel Shelves
• LED Interior lighting, external dial thermometer
• Adjustable 6" stainless steel legs
• Self-closing doors 
• 3 year parts & labor warranty, 5 year warranty on compressor
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R-21LCF  Stainless Steel Front and Interior, Gray Sides $300.99

R-21LVF  Stainless Steel Exterior and Interior $400.99

AF102 Light Duty    Duty  1000 $349.99

AF110 Medium Duty 1000 $431.99

AF115 Heavy Duty Non-Stainless Steel 1200 $601.99

RFS12TS Heavy Duty Stainless Steel 1200 $1202.99

2260A9 24”W x 24”D $3939.99

2261A9 36”W x 24”D $4729.99

2262A9  48”W x 24”D $5629.99

2263A9 60”W x 24”D $6529.99

2264A9 72”W x 24”D $7399.99

Product   Price

Product  Watts  Price

Product   Price

Microwave
• 1000 watt microwave has an easy-to-clean, stainless steel interior and will 

hold a ½ pan in either direction (1.0 cu. ft capacity). 
• 1 year parts & labor warranty, 3 year magnetron tube only

Microwave Ovens
• 1000 - 1200 watts of power 
• Sealed in ceramic shelf for easy cleaning 
• 6 minute dial timer 
• See through door and lighted interior
• No warranty for correctional applications
Medium and Heavy Duty - 21 5⁄8”W x 19 13⁄16”D x 14 1⁄8”H
Light Duty - 20 7⁄8”W x 15 1⁄2”D x 12 3⁄8”H

R-21LCF

Light Duty AF102

Medium Duty AF110

Heavy Duty Gas Griddle
• Stainless steel front, sides and 4” top ledge
• 1” thick polished steel griddle plate
• 3 1⁄2” wide stainless steel grease trough
• 6” backsplash with tapered side splashes
• Electric spark ignition
• Aluminized steel burner rated 27,000 BTU/hr. input per 12” of griddle width
• Embedded snap-action thermostats adjust temperature 200° to 550°F
• 1 year parts and labor warranty, optional extended warranty available 
• Optional stand and security packages available
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V-40703

V-40701

V-40702

Product # Price

Product # Price

Cayenne Convection Oven
Vollrath Convection Ovens offer the perfect opportunity for your campus 
kitchen to break into the fresh-baked market or expand existing menus.
• Ideally suited for dough products, pastries, and cakes- use with pre-

made frozen products to achieve fresh-baked sales with high speed and 
minimal fuss.

• Custom baffle fan and specially designed diffuser plate create 
consistent air flow and even, reliable baking

• 120 minute bake timer feature automatically switches oven off stainless 
steel construction and hinges for durability

M1313     50”W x 28 3⁄4”D x 20 1⁄4”H $9521.05

M1718   62”W x 34 1⁄2”D x 20 1⁄4”H $10,564.40

Product   Price

Matchbox® Oven 
Perfect for the ODR, the Matchbox Oven has features no other oven can 
match. The innovative Precision Impingement™ technology lets you control 
time, temperature and blower speed for each item. Along with producing 
better food and being easy to operate, the Matchbox Ovens are one-third 
more energy efficient than traditional countertop conveyors, with less heat 
produced and it doesn’t require a hood. Can bake, broil, cook, grill or roast; 
no microwaves.
• Does not require a hood for operation
• The product comes out finished on the same side it went in
• Up to 1,000 pre-programmed cook settings

Conveyor Toasters
• Cool to the touch exterior
• Stainless steel case, interior and chassis
• Patented forced convection with quartz infrared heaters
• 1 1/2” product opening
• One year warranty on parts and factory authorized labor – does not 

include standard wear and tear on heater tubes. 

$1,170.79

$1,601.35

$2,613.45

Convection Oven, Mini Cayenne

Convection Oven, Cayenne

Convection Oven, Cayenne

VULC-VACB25-101

VULC-VACB36-101

VULC-VACB47-101

VULC-VACB60-101

VULC-VACB72-101

Product # Price

Acheiver Charbroiler
• Has the best temperature profile of any charbroiler in its class 
• Low profile radiant natural gas available in widths from 25” to 72”  
• Welded base with stainless steel accents for long lasting durability
• Individual manual controls are easy-to-use and ensure precision 
•  “Cool zone” for easier clean up
• Low-profile design is great for kitchens where space is at a premium

$3,715.15

$4,927.25

$5,988.95

$7,684.55

$9,649.30

HM350 up to 350 slices  14 1⁄4”W x 18 7⁄8”D x 13 1⁄4”H $599.99 

HM450  up to 500 slices   14 1⁄2” W x 22 3⁄8”D x 15 5⁄8”H $1,299.99 

HM960  up to 1,000 slices  18 1⁄2” W x 22 3⁄8”D x 15 5⁄8”H  $1,649.99  

HM1200 up to 1,300 slices  18 1⁄2” W x 22 3⁄8”D x 15 5⁄8”H  $1,999.99 
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GA-SCO-GS-10S  Single Deck 38”W x 411⁄4”D x 57 1⁄2”H $3398.99

GA-SCO-GS-20S  Double Deck 38”W x 411⁄2”D x 70 1⁄2”H $5699.99

Product   Price

Product   Price

Convotherm Combi Oven
Find the model that works best for your campus with 2 designs, Easy Touch 
or Easy Dial controls, and 7 sizes each
•  Attractive, clean design is perfect for front of the house applications
• Advanced Closed System + (ACS+) delivers the ultimate in even cooking 

and baking
• USB port on the front of each model lets you easily download HACCP data 

or upload cooking profiles and images
• Cooking functions include Steam, Combi-Steam, Convection and Retherm
• Closed system allows combi-steaming of a variety of food simultaneously 

without flavor transfer
• Energy-save function is ideal for food with longer cooking times reducing 

energy usage
• Disappearing door® saves space and reduces the risk of injury
• Variety in cleaning options, delivers maximum flexibility with minimum 

chemical and energy consumption

Sunfire Gas Convection Oven
• 53,000 BTU per oven cavity
• Single speed fan control with ¾ hp fan motor
• Sunfire Series Solid State control with 60 minute electro-mechanical timer
• Direct spark ignition with 100% safety shutoff
• Stainless steel front, sides, top and legs
• 60 /40 dependent solid door design
• Porcelain enameled oven interior with coved corners
• Natural Gas or Propane
• 115 Volt single phase 
• 1 year limited parts and labor warranty, 3 year limited door warranty

Garland

Combi Oven Call

Call Our Sales Team For A Quote
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VC4GD Single Deck 40” W x 41 1/2” D x 56 3/4” H $3560.00

VC44GD Double Deck 44” W x 41 1/2” D x 70 1/2” H $7120.00

36-S-6B 1 Oven/6 Burners   34”D x 36”W x 52”H $2520.00

60-SS-6B-24GB  2 Ovens/6 Burners/24” Griddle/Broiler  34 ¾”D x 60”W x 58”H $5255.00

Product   Price

Product   Price

Endurance Range
Durability is built right into this Endurance Gas Range. Count on stainless steel front, sides, back 
riser, and lift-off high shelf, a fully-welded chassis, and 30,000 BTU burners with lift-off burner heads. 
You can also expect:
• 6 open top burners with lift-off burner heads
• Shrouded flash tube pilot system
• Heavy duty cast grates
• Extra deep pull-out crumb tray with welded corners
• 35,000 BTU/hr baker’s depth standard oven cavity
• Oven thermostat adjustments from 250º F to 500º F
• Heavy duty cool-touch oven door handles
• 2 oven racks and 4 rack positions for each oven
• 6" adjustable legs
• 1 Year Parts and Labor Warranty

Gas Convection Oven
Oven cool switch for rapid cool down 
• 44,000 BTU output per deck 
• 1/2 hp motor
• Stainless steel front, sides, top, doors and legs
• Porcelain oven interior
• Five nickel plated oven racks per section measure 28 1/4” x 20 1/2”
• Eleven position nickel plated rack guides with positve rack stops
• 150° to 500°F thermostat range 
• 1 year limited parts and labor warranty 

LG300 NG

LG400 NG

LG500 NG

Product # Price

Fryer, Gas, 15-1/2’’ W

Fryer, Gas, 21’’ W

$1416.29

$1800.55

$2252.15
Specify Natural or Propane Gas

Gas Fryer
• Easy and efficient with twin fry baskets featuring plastic coated handles 
• Large v-shaped cold zone at the bottom of the fry tank prevents crumbs from burning, resulting in longer 

product life and better tasting food
• User friendly snap-action millivolt controls require no electric hook-up
• Tube-style fryer delivers lots of power from 90,000 BTU for the 35-40 lb. fryer to 150,000 BTU with the 65-

70 lb. fryer 
• Stainless steel fry tank, galvanized steel sides and back for durability in busy kitchens
• Quick and hassle-free oil removal from 1 1/4” full port drain
• Comes with both a 1/2” and 3/4” gas connection for easy installation
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630-PW120  $1302.99

7402A9 Heated/Holding 27 5/8”W x 31 1⁄2”D x 71”H  Dutch Doors $2690.61

7402C9 Heated/Holding 27 5/8”W x 31 1⁄2”D x 71”H  Full Size Doors $3103.89

7400A9 Holding/Proofing  25 1⁄8”W x 30 1⁄4”D x 69 3⁄4”H $2260.11

7401A9 Heated/Holding  25 1⁄8”W x 30 1⁄4”D x 69 3⁄4”H $2152.49

Product   Price

Product   Price

Product   Price

Economy Heater/Proofer Cabinet
This non-insulated cabinet is an economical solution for all your food holding  
and proofing needs. 
• Thirty-six 18" x 26" pan capacity
• 5" heavy duty swivel casters with brakes
• Easy-to-assemble, ships knocked down for lower shipping costs
• 120V/60
Dimensions 21"W x 31 1⁄4"D x 67 1⁄4"H

Insulated Armour™ 
Heated Holding Cabinets 
• Control panel recessed for protection with easy-to-read digital thermometer, dial controls, 

master on/off switch and power indicator lights 
• Blower forced air circulation assures fast heat-up, recovery and uniform temperatures
• Control module is easily removable without tools for easy cleaning of the 

cabinet interior and to simplify changes or upgrades
• Accommodates 18 sheet pans or 34 (2 ½”D) steam table pans 
• 5” donut neoprene casters, 2 with brake
• Recommended temperature: 170°F / Operating Temperature 80° - 190°F
• 1 year warranty free from defects in workmanship and materials

Heated Holding Cabinets 
Control panel recessed for protection with easy-to-read digital thermometer, dial controls, 
master on/off switch and power indicator lights 
Blower forced air circulation assures fast heat-up, recovery and uniform temperatures
Control module is easily removable without tools for easy cleaning of the 
cabinet interior and to simplify changes or upgrades
Accommodates 18 sheet pans or 34 (2 ½”D) steam table pans 
• 5” donut neoprene casters, 2 with brake
• Operating Temperature 80° to 190°F for heated/holding cabinet
• Operating temperature 80° F to 120°F for holding/proofing cabinet
• 1 year warranty free from defects in workmanship and materials
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Enclosed Base

70015B9 51 1⁄2”L x 27 1⁄2”D x 37 1⁄2”H 3 (2) Swivel with Brake and (2) Rigid $4033.98

70015C9 68 3⁄4”L x 27 1⁄2”D x 37 1⁄2”H 4 (2) Swivel with Brake and (2) Rigid $4845.11 

70015D9 77 1⁄2”L x 27 1⁄2”D x 37 1⁄2”H 5 (4) Swivel with Brake and (2) Rigid $5569.71

70015F9 102 1⁄4”L x 27 1⁄2”D x 37 1⁄2”H 6 (4) Swivel with Brake and (2) Rigid $6326.76

Open Base      

70015G9 34 1⁄4”L x 24 1⁄2”W x 34”H 2 (2) Swivel with Brake and (2) Rigid  $3385.08 

70015H9 51 1⁄2”L x 24 1⁄2”W x 34”H 3 (2) Swivel with Brake and (2) Rigid  $3752.79

70015J9 68 3⁄4”L x 24 1⁄2”W x 34”H 4 (2) Swivel with Brake and (2) Rigid  $4596.36

GAS MODELS 1⁄2” IPS gas connector and gas regulator

60099A 2 22 7⁄16”W x 30 3⁄8”L x 34”H  $965.99

60099B 3 22 7⁄16”W x 44 3⁄8”L x 34”H  $1158.99

60099C 4 22 7⁄16”W x 58 3⁄8”L x 34”H  $1417.99

60099D 5 22 7⁄16”W x 72 3⁄8”L x 34”H  $1707.49
*Specify Natural (8) or Propane (7) with all gas models

ELECTRIC MODELS with Infinite heat switch controls

Stationary Portable  # of wells   Dimensions Portable  Stationary

60100A9 60102A9 2 22 7⁄16”W x 30 3⁄8”L x 34”H $1029.99 $1287.49

60100B9 60102B9 3 22 7⁄16”W x 44 3⁄8”L x 34”H $1132.99 $1380.19

60100C9 60102C9 4 22 7⁄16”W x 58 3⁄8”L x 34”H $1575.89 $1905.49

60100D9 60102D9 5 22 7⁄16”W x 72 3⁄8”L x 34”H $2059.99 $2368.99 

ELECTRIC MODELS with Sealed Well with individual drain valves

60101B9 60103B9 3 22 7⁄16”W x 30 3⁄8”L x 34”H $1390.49 $1647.99

60101C9 60103C9 4 22 7⁄16”W x 30 3⁄8”L x 34”H $1956.99 $2296.89 

60101D9 60103D9 5 22 7⁄16”W x 30 3⁄8”L x 34”H $2574.99 $2883.99
*Specify voltage for electric models. Other options available, call for accessories

Product  # of Wells  # of Casters Price

Product  # of Wells  Dimensions Price

Heated Serving Line
• All-welded stainless steel construction with no rivets
• Strong tubular stainless steel welded base frame
• Accommodates 12” x 20” x 6” steam table pans
• Heavy-duty polyurethane casters for easy maneuverability
• Recessed up-front controls
• Independently controlled serving wells
• Cool-to-the-touch exterior and fully insulated
• 2 year limited warranty

Enclosed Base

Open Base

AeroHot™ Steam Tables
Featuring 12” x 20” hot-food wells with 1⁄2” thick poly board on stainless steel support shelf. 
All include stainless-steel bodies, undershelf, legs and adjustable plastic feet. 
• Available in natural or propane gas or electric 
• 5 year parts warranty
• Can be ordered in 2, 3, 4 or 5 wells
• GAS MODELS 1⁄2” IPS gas connector and gas regulator



NACUFS® 2017
Midwest Regional Conference
March 19-22
Showcase Exhibition, March 21
Booth #13

PLANNING A KITCHEN RENOVATION?
Put our experience to work for you.

Over the last 20 years, we have completed 100+ kitchen focused 
renovation projects in foodservice. A Cook’s Campus Dining Specialist 
can provide expert service on any of the following complex projects:

Reward yourself  
and your staff.
Cook’s Campus Dining Supply 
offers Food Fundz®, a reward 
program that lets you earn 
cash back on all the things  
you purchase. 

Registered customers receive 
1% cash back on purchases 
they make with Cook’s Campus 
Dining Supply.   

Easy to earn  
and easy to use.
Cash-back dollars are 
preloaded onto a MasterCard. 
With every purchase your 
rewards balance grows. Use 
your funds to support your 
business and professional 
development needs.

Call 1.877.760.5388 to join  
and begin earning Fundz for 
your organization today!

Cook’s is a proud supporter of NACUFS®. Stop by our booth at these shows.

NACUFS® 2017
National Conference
July 12-15
Showcase Exhibition, July 13 & 14
Booth #1031

• Cooking lines  • Bakery  • Hoods and ventilation projects
• Walk-In Refrigerated Storage  • Dinnerware/tray recovery systems
• Water conservation driven kitchen solutions

John Yaeger
Project Leader

Christy Lucarelli
Project Support

LET’S CONNECT 
877.760.5388
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100%
SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEE
IF YOU’RE NOT HAPPY 
WITH OUR SERVICE OR 
PRODUCTS, WE’LL FIX IT.

phone 877.760.5388 • fax 800.956.6822 • cookscampusdiningsupply.com
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27725 Diehl Road
Warrenville, IL 60555

CHOOSE YOUR WAY 
TO SHOP
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
cookscampusdiningsupply.com

CALL a Cook’s Campus Dining 
Supply specialist:

1.877.760.5388

FAX in your order: 

800.956.6822

DISPLAYWARE, SMALLWARES & KITCHEN EQUIPMENT FOR CAMPUS DINING

PRSRT STD
U.S. POSTAGE

PAID
CAROL STREAM, IL

PERMIT NO. 1

Durus Melamine Dinnerware 
Prices starting at $175.40 per case

For all of your Melamine 
dinnerware needs.

IT Beverage Server 
5-gallon beverage server  
CA-ITS  $189.99

3.5 HP Commercial Blender 
KA-KSBC1BOCU   Silver
KA-KSBC1BOBM  Matte Black

Eco-Takeouts 
Prices starting at $27.85 / case of 12

Mirage Induction Range 
V-59300 Cadet $329.99     V-59500P Pro $599.99

see page 17

see page 43

see pages 9 & 47

see pages 13 & 22

$599.99

Globe Whip 
KT3081  60”L  $499.99     KT3082  36”L  $349.99

see pages 5 & 6, 62

see pages 9 & 38

see pages 7 & 35

Meranda Fruit Basket 
Prices starting at $15.15

see pages 13 & 104

Brasilia Displayware 
Prices starting at $11.85 each
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